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A COST-EffE:CTIVENESS ANALYSIS Of HID!VIDUAL LE:ARNH/G UNITS 
HI A JUNIOR HlliH SCHOOL BASICS r.Atl-ICHATICS PROGRAM 
Abstr~ct of Dissertation 
PURPOSE: The study was designed to: (l) determine the expenditures for an individual basic 
mathematics pro~ram in the junio1• high schools using; lndividual Learning Units, (2) determine 
the expenditures for a traditional, textbook-oriented approach to basic mathematics instruc-
tion, and (3) compare the achievement gains of the two prog1•ams. Null hypotheses relatE--d to 
cost-effectiveness stated that the operational cost per unit gain, and the sum of the develop-
mental and operational. cost per unit r.ain of the ILU program would be greater than the cost 
per unit gain of the traditional approach. Null hypotheses t"CJlated to effectiveness stated 
that the ILU treatment would not have a statistically significant effect upon: (1) total 
mathematics scores, ( 2) arithmetical computations, ( 3) arithmetical concepts, and ( 4) ari th·-
-·~etical applications. 
POPULATION: One hundred and eighteen eighth-p;rade basic mathemi;'ttics students ~rere chosen from 
two junior high schools in the Scockton Unified School District, Stockton, California. The 
schools offered a contrast for they differed markedly in racial and ethnic makeup, socio-
econon•ic level of residents, and school size. In order to ameliorate teacher-effectiveness 
variables, ti:'Cichers were ilssigned an expel:'iwcntal and control group v.·hich were similar ir• math-
ematical ability and which rnet in consecutive periods. The instructors determined the treat-
ment ez.ch group was to receive. Neither the teachers ncr the students had ~orked with In<Hv.i.d-
ual Learning Units previously. 
PROCEDURE: The preassetnbled p·oups were assip;ned to a ·Nonrandomized Control-group Pretest-
Posttest Design. All groups were pre- <~nd post-tEsted on the .£_omprehcnsive Tes~-~f Eii!.~Skills, 
Form Q, [,evel III. The hypotheses relating to cost-effectiveness were analyzE:d J,y establi.t>hing 
acQS't effectiYe"t;"ess ratio and its subsequent factor for each program. The cost component for 
the cost-effectiveness rat.io was represented by the price per pupil in the respective approach. 
The meau of the mathern<1tics achievement gains for each group was considered as the effective-
ness component. By dividing the months gained in achievement i11to the cost per pupil, a factor 
stating the cost per unit ~,ain o;as derived. The hypotheses relating to effectiveness were 
analyzed through the use of four two-w,,y .:~:-. .;·~yses of variance with unequal cells. These anal-
yses yielded the effects of the treatment, the achievement scores in the different schools, and 
the interaction between the tt•eatment and the schools. The achievement gains and the cost of the 
programs were dependent variables; the t1•eatment received and the different schools were the 
independent variables. 
fiNDINGS: The Individuill Learning Unit prop:rarn for in-dividualizing basic mather.1atics instruc-
tion did not prove to be cost-effective. The t'perational cost-effectiveness factor for the 
experimental prOgram was $.54 per unit gi;l.ill in achievement, measured ap,ainst $.35 per unit gain 
for the traditional. However, the treatment p.roups h'ld significantly higher arithonetical appli-
cation scores on the CTBS, and approached sir;nificance on the total mathematics scores. Si~nif­
icant interaction effects v.·ere recorded on the total mathematics scores, the arithmetical compu-
tations sub-test, and the arithmetical concepts sub-test. The investigator concl11ded that the 
proximitv ir, cost, plus the superior achievement gains, make the ILU approach a viable, but 
perhaps costly, alternative to the traditional, textbook-oriented approach to basic mathematics 
instruction. 
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~:nwre is a gro>ving demand from various sectors of our 
-- society- -that the public school syStem be held more accou~nt-
able, both in terms of money expended and results achioved.l 
The American educational system has to date, however·, been 
subjected to only a fe•·J tests of efficiency and effective-
ness,2 Less than one third of one percent of the billions 
of dollars budgeted yearly for education :is spent on evalu-
ating the quality of its performance,3 It i.s paradoxical, 
-v;rites Lessinger, "that He, who are the most advaneed na-
tion in the •·wrld in technology and management, seem in-
capable of applying that k.novr-ho>v to education, 114 Lovell, 
in developing both a design and appl'opriate models for 
evaluating :i.nstructional programs, found that the litera-
ture offered little methodologiea.l assistance to those vlho 
--·----------
lvJill is Tucker, "Ac countabiJ.i ty: v!ho Owes Vlha t to 
Vib.om?" Th~~~ti.?.E..J2~J£§.Si::• XXXVII (April, 1972), JLI.-36, 
2Leon Less :t.ngm~, "Itt s Time for Accountability in 
Education," Nati__2E's Bt~_:_tnoss, LIX (August, 1971), 5L!.. 
3rb:i.d. 
4-Lessinger, "It's Ttme for Accountability, 11 55. 
-
~ 
wish to conduct educational assessment, 1 Moon contends that 
even 1vi thin the fields of instructional technology, with its 
philosophical synthesis of systems-learning theory, a void 
exists in the actual knowledge of evaluation. 2 
The application of cost-effectiveness analysis, a 
technique of management science 9 :i.s a possible vray of meet-
ing the demand for accountability and for vastly increased 
effi-cie:ney- -withiTl ce:rta.i:n cost; restraJ.nts-C> Such a method 
involves an ef'fort t;o discover ways 1-1hereby desir•ed objec-
tives (quality output) may be r·eached Hith a minimum appli-
cation of' resoUNJfJS (cost o1o input) ,3 The Committee for 
Economic Development has exmnined ·the possible benef'i ts of' 
cost-ef'feotiveness anal.ysls and has concluded that the em-
plo:yrnent of this technique is one of the major :i.mperatives 
f'or education today,!~ Sto-vre similarly argues that the en-
tire concept of accountability is undeniably a healthy 
lNed Bro1omrd Lovell, "Cost Effectiveness Evaluat:i.on 
of Inst:ruct:i.onal P:r>ograrns: A Developmental Design (K-12), 11 
(unpublished Ph, D. d:tssel'tation, The Florida State Un:lver-
s:tty, 1971), pages 1-6. 
2Jol:m P. Hoon, "A Learning Effect:i.veness, Time Eff:i.-
cleucy, and PPBS Cost/Effect:tve Investigation of a Hedia 
l"lodes P a:r.adigm fol~ the Independent Learning Environment, 11 
( unpubl:i.shed Ed. D, Dlsserts.t:i.on, Unlversi ty of Southern 
Califo:r·nia, 1971) pp. 30-31. . 
2 
3Aust:i.n D. Svranson, ucost-Effectiveness Neasures in 
Education, 11 T~~-- Enc;y_?]-_?Pe.CJc:i~._Ed\l_~a t2.on - Vol. 2, (HacMillan 
Co, and the P:r>eePress, J.9'(1J, p, L~:.ol. 
4neseaJ:>ch and Pol:l.cy Com.m:i. i;tee of the Cow.mittee for 
Economic Developmont. Innovation in Education: NeH Direc-






movement for education in general,l 
Cost-eff'ectiveness analysis may be especially helpful 
in evaluating innovative progra:ms. Individual Learning 
Units (ILUs), specially designed booklets to guide students 
through a highly structured program of learning materials, 
will be the focus of the analysis in this research, 2 The 
relative merit of the ILUs •<ill be determined by compar•i:ng · 
the cost and the effectiveness ofthis innovative program 
vJith a more traditional method of classroom instruction. 
THE PROBLEN 
Statement of the Problem 
Hhat is the relative cost-effectiveness of Individual 
Learning Units in an individualized junior high school basic 
mathematics program VJhen compared "L-rith a more traditional 
method of instruction? 
Rationale 
Tho objective of this study is an analysis of the 
costs and student achievement of Individual Learning Units 
as a means of individualizing basic mathematics :i.nstructiorl 
in junior hit;h schooL 
The lea:r:nint; package is not a totally ne..r idea in odu-· 
cation. 'l'he textbook and matorials accompanying basic 
lu,R. StoHe, "Critical Issues in InstructionaJ Devel·· 
opment, 11 Audiovisual Instruction, XVI (DEJcember, 1971), 
8-10. . --·-------· . 
2John E. A1•ena, "An I.nstJ:ument for Individualizing 
Instruction, 11 E<l!!.~.fl:.ti_9nt2;~ J>:a~E~sh:i:J2., XXVII (}1ay, 1970), 6Lr. 
3 
texts are examples of incomplete packaging concepts for in-
dividualizing instruction that have been standal'd for many 
years. Grobman repol'ts that the major differences in to-
day's packages are that they are more comprehensive, more 
frequent~ more carefully prepared, more adapted to lndlvid·· 
ual learning, involve more varied techulques and media, and 
are generally easier to order since they come as a slngle 
'Y\~r>1rA+ 1 ----- .J:"_ • .,_..,.. .. ......, ... -co 
Arena, a pr·o ject directol' using learning paclm.e;es, ex-
plains that the bas:l.c function of thiS inSh'U!nent is to 
guide the student tr.cr•ough a tightly structured progra.on of 
learning mater•ial~. 2 A brief rationale, performance objec-
4 
tives >rritten in behav:l.oral terms, and a means of evalua:t:tng 
student progress, usually in the form of pretes·ts and post-
tests should be included in each pach:age,3 The needs, abil-
lties, and interests of the students Kre co:nsider·ed to help 
deter111lne the necessary activities to reach a particular 
objective. 
Among the major stu:mbllng blocks to the m:e of pack-
ages in a school program are ~t and §!!2!!.onstrat.t:.~l Sl.I!.§ll:l..i.:.l• 
G1•imsley. states that many bold claims a:re made to promote 
some programs a:nd packages, but vre must ask: (1) 1vhat cri-
tel'ia vras used to base these claims of effectl'IJ'eness?; (2) 
lJ:Iulda Crrobman, "Educational Packages--Panacea ? 11 Edu-
catio~ LeadersMp_, XXVII (1'1ay, 1970), L~22, --
2A:r•ena, "An Instrument for· Indiv:l.duallz:tng Instruc-· 
tion, 11 p. 6/~ .. ·65. 
3rbt_~. 
where and under what conditions Has the program tested?, 
and (3) has there been feedback and have any modifications 
resulted?l 
Present accounting and management records in school 
systems generally do not make possible an accurate judgement 
of the effectiveness received for money spent. Business and 
industry employ a cost analysis system for. three important 
reasons-- according to Wohl:!?ord. First_, business can only con-
tinue to function if income is greater than expense, there-
fore, methods used in industrial cost accounting have been 
devised to account carefully for all expenses. Second, ac-
curate assessment of cost at each stage is fundamental to 
the determination of the value of specific production pro-
cedures, Through the use of cost analysis processes the 
most efficient method can be determined for a particular 
job. 1'hird, managerial decisions pertaining to the content 
and/or quality of the product are aided by cost accounting 
procedures. Tests are conducted to measure the product at 
each stage of development and costs are assigned at each 
stage, 2 
Applying this logic to the education of children is 
obviously not a simple tra.nsi tion, but much of what is done 
in business and industry is directly applicable to education. 
Cost··effectivEJness analysis can be a useful tool in rational-
lEdith E, Grimsley, "Before I Look Inside," Education-
all Leadersh!J2.s XXVII (Hay, 1970), 422. 
2Gera1d H. \<Vohlfel'd, 
The Education F'orurc, XXXIV 
Ire ' A. 1 • • ~' . t • II os c ·"na ys1s J.n ~huca 1on, 
(Harch, 1970), 340-3hl. 
-
~ 
izing the decision making process. It should not be the 
sole determinant, but rather one additional tool to assist 
the program planner• i.n compar·ing the resources mandated by 
6 
an educational program to its effectiveness. This effective ... 
ness is often measured in terms of pupil achievement. 
The planner must first determine what resom•ces are 
being used to produce specifie educational objectives, 
_Both 11s_ystem 11 and "behavioral" objectives will be included, 
To look at costs from a systems point of view is to include 
only those costs that are involved in attaining a system's 
objectives, These costs Hill include facilities,_ personnel, 
training activities, equipment, resources and the like, not 
only at a specific point in time but throughout the life of' 
the progr•am. By project:i.ng the expenditures over the ex-
pected life of the program a more real is tic picture of the 
true dolls.r needs ean be obtained. 
Before the analysis of cost-effectiveness can begin, 
the problems of def'in~ and meast~ring the effectiveness of 
an educational program must be dealt wi th,l In particular, 
a great deal of care must be used in the selection of in-
struments that will validly and reliably measure attainment 
of program objectives. 
PUHPOSE OF 'l'HE STUDY 
A study to determine a school district's expendi tu:res 
--·---··-·-
livrar•garet B, Carpenter and Sue A. Haggart, "Cost-
Effectiveness Analysis for Educational Planning, 11 .Edll~ation>t?,_ 




for: (1) a program to help individualize basic mathematics 
instruction in the junior high schools using Individual 
Learning Units, and (2) a traditional, textbook-oriented 
approach to basic mathematics instruction served as the 
basis for this investigation. This study isalso based on a 
comparison of achievement gains in the individualized package 
program with the traditional textbook programs, The cost-
_ -~- effec.tiveness_ of a part:tculB.r p~ogra.-rn can only be presented 
as a set of measures and indicators. Once these are obtained, 
the curriculum planner must then weigh the relative importance 
of the various aspects of the program's effectiveness as they 
apply to his particular school. 
HYPOTHESES 
}fjajo.:£_Hypothesis 1: A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use 
of Individual Learning Units in junior high school basic 
mathematics instruction 1vill demonstrate that the operational 
cost per unit gain in achievement >-rill be equal to or less 
than the operational cost per unit gain in a traditional 
textbook-oriented, lecture approach, with minimal usage of 
audio-visual equipment. 
Sub-Hypothesis 1: A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use 
--""--"~------
of Individual Learning Units in junior high school basic 
mathematics instruction 1-rill demonstrate that tho sum of the 
developmental and operational cost per unit gain :i . .n achieve-
ment Hill be equal to or loss than tho cost per unit gain in 
a traditional approach, 
1 
] 
Hajor HlJ?othcsis 2: There vrill be significant differences 
in achievement gains, total mathematical scores, betvreen 
junior high school students using Individual Learning Units 
and junior high students in a traditional progrmu, as mea-
sured by the ComnrobS'~nsive_ Test of Basi_~ls, Level III. 
Sul:?_::!fJTotherJ is 1: There will be significant differences in 
gain scores on the arithmetical compute:tional skills sub-
t-est; of ~u.niox~ -high school students uslng Individual Lear~n-
8 
lug Units and junior high students in the traditional program, 
§ub-H;zeot~~is _g: There will be significant differences in 
gain scores on the al'ithmetical concepts sub-test of junior 
h:i.gh school students using Individual Learning Units and 
junior high r,tudents in the traditional program. 
Sub·-:f1':t?.2.!hesJ-_:'" 3: There vrill be significant differences in 
gain scores on the arithmetical appllcatio11s sub-test of 
junlox• high school students u::<lng Individual Learn:i . .ng Units 
and junior high students in the tradHional progi>am, 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
This study invest:Lgated the l'elative cost-
effectiveness of Individual Learning Units in a ;i unioP high 
school basic mathematics program as compared vrith a more tra-
dit;5.onal textbook-oriented, lectm•e approach Hith a minimal 
usage of audiovisual equipment. A ratlo of dollars expended 
per pupil month gain in achievement Has derived from the 




For this study, only "direct costs 11 were consid-
ered, Direct costs are those expenditures incurr·ed in pro-
viding educational opportunities, e.g., instructional and 
administrative salaries, supplies, textbooks, repairs, 
building maintenance, and equipment. 
The direct costs suggested for analysis were 
classified as either "developmental" or "operating" costs. 
-For purposes of cost-effectiveness analysis, developmental 
costs may be defined as those expenditures related to the 
9 
plannlng and implementation of educational progra.111s. In-
cluded in this cost category are:.- initial program planning, 
acquisition of equipment and materials (including textbooks), 
specis.l training and orientation programs and any other cost 
related to the planni.:ng and i.mplementat:i.on phase of a pro-
gram, Operating costs include those items associated with 
the operation of a program, e.g., salaries, supplies, printed 
materials, duplicating mo.teri.als, utilities, and employee 
benefits.l 
The major hypothesis and its sub-hypotheses relating 
to achievement -. .. ere analyzed through the use of a hw-Hay 
analysis of variance with unequal cells. The independent 
variable \·Jas the use of the Individual IJear:ning ,Units in 
basic mathematics inStl1UCtion; ,the dependent Vari.ables were the 
achievement gains noted in the Comprehensive .!E.Et of J?.as:i.c 
---·-------
lRay Haywood Forbes, "A 1'echnique for Analyz:i.ng the 
Costs of. an Education Pl'ogra.rn Based on Behav:l.oral Stated In·· 
structional ObjcJct:l.ves," (unpublished docto:r·al dissertation, 




Skills and the cost of the Pl'ogrruns , 1 The ovel'all gain and 
the subtost areas 1-rere analyzed individually, 
ASSID~PTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Assumptions 
The assumptions upon which this research was based in-
elude the follmving: 
1-.;- A--systemati-c e.xarrJlnation and comparison of alter..., 
native programs,is plausible. 
2. The signifj_cant resources needed for developing 
and operating an innovative instructional program 
using I.L.U. s can be identified. 
3, The per•iod of time during 1-rhich the study 1"as con-
ducted provided sufficient usage of the Individual 
Learning Units to compare them 1-Ji th the tr·adi tional 
mathematics program, 
4. The scor•es on the ~ standardized test used in 
this research Here an accurate measux•e o1' academic 
achievement gains, 
5. ~Phe data collected and the method in -.rhich it Has 
analyzed may be of value in curriculum decisions, 
L:irai tat ions -----
The folloHing limitations are noted as being relevant 
to the study: 
1. The research was limited to an in-depth sxamination 
lca1ifornia ~l'est Bureau, 
Sk:Uls (I1onterey, California: 
-
~ 
of' t•·m junior high schools in the Stockton Unified 
School District, Stockton, California. 
2, The students v-rere assigned to classes according to 
ability level in mathematics, 
3. There are inherent limitations in the admi:nistra-
tion, :nature, and scope of' the testing instrument. 
4. The eff'ectiveness of' the programs has been limited 
_to --the- measurable gain in mathematlcs ach1.evement6 
There has been no attempt to project the gain in 
terns of' economic benef'its or ultimate success of 
the students. 
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5. Although social and attitudinal variables ar•e rela-
tive to success in mathematics, there has been no 
attempt to qualify these factors. 
6. The basic cost estimates have been l:lm:i.ted to the 
average per pupil cost of materials for each pro-
gram, pro-rated on a consumption basis, 
'7. The l'esearch was limited by the ~~riter's concel':n in 
only comparing the Individual Learning Units Hi th 
the traditional mathematics prog1•am. 
DEFINITIONS OF TERI'iS ·usED 
Behavioral Object:ty~: a precise statement of a single 
meaningful unit of behavior that 1-Jill satisfy an instructor 
that a student can per·form a tarok that is a desired outcome 
"" f . _,_ _,_. 1 o~ a course o lns •• :rucolon. 
lraul Ha:r'mon, 11 Cur·Picult11ll Cost-Effeet:i.veness Evs.lua·· 
tion. 11 Audiovisual Instruction, XV (January, 19'70), 24. ' --------------.. -~-----
"i-
Cost-effectiveness: an analytical approach to solving pro-
blems of choice which require the definition of objectives, 
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identification of alternative ways of achieving the objec-
tive, the identification of the alternative that yield:s the 
greatest effectiveness for any given cost, or •• , yields a 
required o:r• chosen degree of effectiveness for the least 
cost. The term is usually used j_n situations in which the 
!-- ---- -alternative outputs cannot be easily quantif'ied in dollars,l 
! 
Educational S~~ms: an ar·rangement of elements (such as 
teachers, classrooms, space, etc.) and processes (such as 
instruction and counseling) that combine to produce student 
learning.2 
Individue.l Learnin_(L Units: a specially designed booklet to 
guide the student through a highly structured program of 
leal'ning :materials,3 
~~.l Pr·:>sra'lYal.ng, Budgeting S,;ystems (PPI;§j_: this ap-
pr•oach attacks the resource allocation dilemma through sys-
te:ms accounting-fiscal procedUloes. It is an attempt to 
integl'ate planning (establishing objectives and policies), 
progra711lll:tng (method(s) to accomplish the objectives), and· 
budgeting (specifying allocat:i.ons of resources in a given 
lRichard H.P. Kraft, Cost-Effectiveness Anal;zsis of 
Vocational-'rechnical Educat:L6n'Trcigi"anm, for 'G1ie'"'Departri1ent 
of Educ·an~::Cli:d:iii1.nlstl;D.Tio.n, l~du-catTonal Systems and Plan-
ning Center, The Plorida State Univel'sity ('rallahassee, 
Florida: Dnpa:t>tment of Education, 1969), p, lL!-2, 
2c:a:rpenter and HaggaJ:>t, "Cost-Effective.noss Analysis 11 
p. 26. 







time interval}, It is aimed at helping management make bet-
ter decisions on the allocation of resources among alterna-
tive ways to attain p1•ogram objectives •1 
SUJifl1ARY 
'rhe first chapter of' this study presentec'l_ an intr•oduc-
tion to the investigation. The emphasis was on the hereto-
fore failure to apply cost-eff'ectiveness analysis, a. pr-oven-
technique in the business world, and :Lts application to edu-
ca.tional programs. Elucidating the direction and intent of 
the study were statements regarding the problem, hypotheses, 
rationale, description of the study, assumptions and limita-
tions, and definitions of terms used, 
Following chapters include a revieH of the li teratu1•e, 
metlwdology of p:t'ocedul•es, collection of data, analysis of 
data, conclusions and reco:mrnendations. 
12,anforc1 Temkin, !;, post:~8f'f.ectiY..G.El:..":Ps ;Eyaluat_io:t_! A.-e:.:.. 
J2:r:£._a::'J2 to Ill!J2l-:9..Yl"fill R~~~ 'AfTQEaHons !i'I:. Sebo_ol "?fr~~er~ 
(8. published doctoral dissertation on Business and Applied 
Economics, Un:i.v-e1•sity of Pennsylvania, 1969; Resea:t'ch for 
Better Schools, Inc., 1970). 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF .RELATED LITERATURE 
INTRODUCTION 
. For the purpose of this study, the investigator focused 
on three major areas in the review of related literature" 
The first section, Individualization of Instruction, began 
vJith a definition of the title phrase, then statements re-
gardi.ng the premise for individualizing instruction and var• 
ious techniques used in individualizing mathematics progra.'lls 
followed. The second area dealt ·with the concept of' 
learning packages and their x·olo in individualized Pl'ograms" 
An in-depth look has been taken of Learning Activity Packages 
(LAPs) after nhich tho Individual Learning Units (ILUs) Here 
modeled. ~I'he final major area covered vras cost-effectiveness 
analysis. An investigation into the development of the con-
cept and its relatio11ship to :PPBS was reported, -vJi th the 
limitations of' this analysis and :tts applicability to educa-
tional instructional improvement. The a1•eas concerning 
learning packages and cost-effectiveness analysis vmre ra-
visHed in a histo:t•ical manner because of the pauclty of re-
search studies concerning their usage in education. 
INDIVIDW\J_,IZATION OF INSTRUC'.riON 




of instructio11 is discussed below under three headings. 
These sections d<-Jal v1lth the follow:tng:. (l) individualized 
instruction: a definition, (2) the premise for individual-
ized instructio11, and (3) programs employing individualized 
instructional techniques, 
Individualized Instruction: A Definition 
.~:...._~==: ~
The term "individualized instruct:ton" is often used in 
a- :r:•ather- bro-ad -s-ense--.- An i:nstructo~ migh·b say that b.e has 
individualized his particular classroom, referring t;o a few 
minor changes in classroom procedures which enabled him to 
.vork with the students on more of a one-to·-one relationship 
during the mathematics class, Another using tho term might 
be referring to substantial changes from normal procedures. 
It is, therefore, important to p:rocisely define this term. 
At the same time, when someone states that instruction is 
individualized, it is impel'ative to ask, ttmol'e individual-
. ized than what?"1 
The Bureau of Compensatory Education Program Develop-
ment for the State of California has adopted a fairly com-
prehensive definition of the ind:t viduallze d ins tJ:uc ·tional 
approach. 2 It is: 
The assigmnent of appropriate learning tasks to 
children as determined by a comprehensive, diagnostic 
1Robert E, Campbell, Jllethods of Individualizing Lea:r•n-
i~g (Supplementary Edueatlo.n c'Einter'""':"ESEA -Tif""ie"ffl, San 
Prancisco Unified School District, San F:r£mcisco, CaJ.ifol•nJ.a, 
1970), p. 3. 
2vei•non Broussard, "The Individualization o.f Instruc-
tion, 11 paper presented to the 1971 Bakersfield Conference on 
Individualized Instruction, Baker·sf:teld, California, Decem-
ber 16, 1971, pp. 1-2. 
-
" 
l;l.Ssessment of each child's strength and special 
educational needs • • • • Additionally, individ-
ualized instruction applies to the assigXllllent and 
methods of achieving these assigXllllents rather than 
learning in physical isolat~o.n ••• , They may 
learn through independent study, small group dis-
cussions, large group activities, or teacher-led 
activities, whichever is most appropriate. An im-
portant component, using this definition, is breaking 
do'Wn the instructional prog1•a.ms into sets of per-
formance objectives that are .coded into an orderly 
scope and sequence and can be assigned as learning 
tasks.l 
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1'liis def'ini tio.h, a:s 1.fell as others found in the liter-
ature, generally agree on five elements considered basic to 
individualized instruction: (1) purposeful pacing of learn-
ing for each individual, (2) alternativ·e means to meet the 
learning .needs of each student, (3) a wide assortment of 
self-evaluation processes ·with both the pupil and teacher 
having a cJ.ear understanding of desh'ed and expected out-
comes, (4) student participation in dec:tsion··making activi-
ties, and (5) purposive interaction among groups and i.ndi-
viduaJ.s. 2 These five conditions are interrelated and in·-
terdependent. They are fundrunental, but by no means required 
since individualization does not stipulate Hell-defined 
boundaries. Ul timat<;Jly, the J.:i.mi ts of a prograra are deter-
rained by the imaginative potential evolved from the individ-
ual teacher and the . group of s tude11ts. 3 
·--·--------
1~. 
2patrick A. 0 'Donnell, and Char los 1;1. Lava:con:i., "Ele-
ments of' Individualized Instruction," ~Q,uc_~~JCl Digest; .• 




The Premise for• Individualized Instruction . -
A knovJledge of individual differences and hoH they n1ay 
affect achievement in school 1s necessary before an individ-
ualized pJ.'ogram 1n mathematics can be developed. Interest 
can be traced back to Aristotle and Plato; hoe/Elver, the 
first studies on the lavm of individual variation Here made 
by biologists Hho were pl'illlarily interested in natural caus-
es of var:tab:i.lity.l 
Ster:n, a Gorman psychologii3t, published a comprehen-
sive t:peatise on individual differences in 1900 and a more 
extensive third edition in 1921, summarizing the principal 
statistical and psychological studies published up to that 
time,2 He described selected methods for observing and 
testing i:nd:tvidual differenees and statistical methods for 
analyzing the dat.a.3 
The t;venty-fourth Yearbook of tho National Society for 
the Study of l<;ducaM.on, published in 192.'), Has titled Adapt_-
in!!j the S_chools t_<?_ IncUv:i.dual Differ::~· The first two 
paragraphs of the introduc tio.n by "\Vashbur.ne read s.s follov.rs: 
~'he l1"idespl'ead use' of intell:lgence tests and achieve-
ment tests during the past f'eH -yrml'S has made ever-y 
ln.s. Ellis, "The rr.m-rs t of Relative Variability of 
JJ!ental 1'raits," J?sycho~;z Jour•nal_, 1947, quoted in Vernon 
Bl'oussard, "~"he :Effect of an Indi vidual5.zed Instructional 
Approach on.the Academic Achievement in Mathematics of Inner-
City Children" (unpubl:i.shed Ph.D. th.esis, Nichie;e.n State Uni-
versit-y, 1971), p. 31. 
2ve:rnon Broussard, "The Effect of an Individualized In-
rJtructions.l Approac.h on the Academic Achievement in Hathe·-
r,Jatics of Inner•--Ci ty Children" ( unpubl:lshe d I'h. D. the::: :ls, 
m.chigan State Unh·err'lity, 1971), p, 31. 
educator realize, forcefully, that children vary 
greatly as individuals and any one school grade con-
tains children of' an astonishingly wide variety of 
capacity and achiev·ement. It has become palpably 
absurd to expect to achieve.uniform results from uni-
form assignments made to a class of widely differing 
individuals. Throughout the educational world there 
hafJ therefore awakened a desire to find some way of 
adapting schools to the differing individuals who 
attend them. This desire has resulted in a variety 
of experiments,l 
Within a typical school population wi·t;h a narrow 
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range in mental ability, marked differences in motor skills, 
intei•ests • ach:levement, a.nd personality traits axis t, Stud-
ies of American children have consistently revealed a wide 
range of learning ability in both grade and age groups, ac-
cording to Hildreth. 2 ~'hompson r s st;udies of children in 
other countries revealed similar findings,3 
Hildreth believes scientific determination of trait 
variability among the pupils is required in ox•der to provide 
for the wide range of learning abilities. This can be ac-
complished through: (l) objective measurements of scholas-
tic aptitude and mental ability, (2) diagnostic study of 
special verbal and numerical abilities or deficiencies, (3) 
the apprs.isal of personality, social, s.nd emotional traits, 
temperament, and evaluation of interests, (~_) measur•ement of 
lcarleton VI. vJashburne, ed,, Adap_:l;_1,p_g tho Schools to 
Indi vj_dual Differences, Twenty-Foul"Th~Yea:r5o6F oi"'tne Ifa-
-Eional -~rOc.Tiit;y 3''0r,-lili."'e Stud-y of Education, Pa1•t II (Bloom-
ington, Illinois: PubJ.j_c School Publishing Co,, 1925), p. X. 
2Gertrude H. Hildreth, "Guidance in the Lincoln Schooli' 
~·each~rls Collec_~5']} Hec~, 42 (19~.0), 18, 
· 3a. H. Thompson,· "~'hE• No:t>thmnberland He:ntal ~Costs, " ~rhe 
British !!.?.E!Eal oz Psyc!:2-.?.J:_::;~_;z:, 1921. 
health status and physical development, and (5) measurement 
of' achievement.l 
The research that follo1-1s indicates the possibility 
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. that a given instructional approach may be best for a learn-
er with one personality characteristic, but not for a learn-
er with an opposite characteristic. Sutter f'ound students 
high in anxiety achieved better working alone, while those 
101·1 partnero2 
In a study by Doty and Doty, subjects high in socia-
bili ty perf'orrne d poorly. on p1•ogramme d instructional tasks, 
_The authors stated that this i'orrn of' instruction may be in-
appropriate f'or students with high social needs as these 
students seem to pe1•f'orrn poorly under methods involving min-
imal interpersonal contact.3 
Anothex' characterisU.c, dominance, appears to inf'lu-
ence performance of' students working in a group envil'o:mnent, 
In a study by A.l trocchi_, dominant pairs were more productive 
in problem-solving tasks than submissive pairs,~- Snow found 
that subjects 1-rho could be characterized as active, assertive, 
--·---
lHildreth, "Guidance in the Lincoln School, 11 pp, 18-19. 
2Emily G. S~tter, and Jackson B. Reid, 11Learnel' Vari-
ables and Intorperr;onal Gondi tiom: in Gomputer-Ass:i.stc-Jd In-
st:ruction, 11 Journal of Educational Psyeholrw:y, LX (J'une,. 
1969)' 155. -·-·- --. -· ___ .;,;..,.. . 
3Bal'bara Dot;y, and Larry A. Doty, 11Prograrn:med Instruc-
tional Effectiveness in Relation to Certain Student Charac-
teristics f, 11 J our•nal of Education Psychology, LV {Docembel', 
1961.~), 33o. 
l+J, Al trocch:t, "Dominance as a :&"actor in Inte:r•per•sonal 
Choice and Perception," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
L (May, 1959), 308. -------------····-·--·--------·~··---·--··--
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self-assured, and independent performed at a higher leveL 
under live classroom presentations while subjects possessing 
the opposlte characterlstics tended toHard higher performance 
:1-n a film-learning condition,l 
In a study of 1,865 third grade students, Passy found 
a positive relationship between a child's socio-economic 
background and his achievement in mathematics. 2 The data 
----indicated- a----dil-·ect :r•elatio:nship between the increased level 
of' education and skill of' the -vmrking parent and a child's 
mathematics achievement. He recommended that an instruction-
al program in mathematics should be one that v1ill foster 
learning in all children Hi thout cu1 tural bias. 3 
Gage points ou·!; that many of' the contemporal'Y argu-
ments f'avoring·i.ndividualizing instruction are extremely 
plausible: 
l-earners do differ in ways relevant to their ability 
to profit from different kinds of instruction, con-
tent, incentives, and the like. Almost by defin:i.tii.on, 
instruction adapted to these individual differences 
should be more effective )J. 
Bishop agrees and contends that the concept of indiv:ld-
ualization of instruction has had greater impact upon the de-· 
ln:J.chai•d E. Sno1-r, Joseph Tiffin, and vJarren F, Seibert, 11 
Individual Differences and Instructional Film Effec.ts," 
Jou_rn.:":.Lo~~S'.d?.P.:.t.P.§..y_'!._JJ.ol_£g;;[., LVI (December, 1965), 319. 
2nobert A, Passy, "Socio-Economic Status and Hathema"b-
:J.cs Achievement," The Ar.ltbmetic 'l'eacher, XI (November, 
196~.). 469-470,. -
3I_Md, 
4Nate Gage, "Theoretical Formulations for Research on 
Teaching, 11 Revim·J of Educat_i~E-~l...B_~al'cl:~' XXXVII (June, 
1967)' 358-31"b, 
velopment o.f modern education programs and the :tmplewe.nta~ 
1 tion of instructional changes than any other concept. He 
mentions for consideration the following propositions: 
1. That learning takes place :l.ndividually; there.;; 
fore, curriculum and methodology should be or-
ganized around the individual child, The quest 
for ways to individualize learning is the most. 
important l.nnovating force influencing the de-
velopment of present-day educational systems, 
2. That students must come l.n contact with differ-
ent levels of learning and have the opportunity 
to vJOrk together to discover the relationships 
of various cUscipJ.i..nes as aspects of one world. 
3. 1'ha.t fo:r• education to be internalized, students 
must learn that true education is a continuing 
pr·ocess, This is the ubiquitous .nature of true 
education and lea:r·.ni.ng. 
4. Th.at the educational program must b~l dy.na..'llic 
and in a conntant state oi' evaluation and change 
in ordor to sux•vive. It must be adaptable, flex-
ible, and capable of meeting the demands of a 
complex tech.noJ.og:tca.l and cl::ta.nging culture. 2 
The preceding premises contain powerful impl:i.cations 
for any instructional program desiring to provide the best 
possible educa.t:i.on fo1• its children,3 
!r~E!~l~l-i'y]_ng_ .. J.:.ndiv~.du_al­
~~~~~<?_t~.onal 'J'echmc~~ 
1'he li tex,atux·e pertal.ning to this subtopie will be 
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fl.U•ther exam:i.ned, f'ol' purpose of analysis, into these a1•eas: 
(1) eS.l'lY '\fork in individualized teehniques, ( 2) progrill11S 
involved in individualizing instruction by changing the 
school's organizational pattern, (3) IJJ~ogrruns employing cur-
lLJ.oyd K, Bish.op, "Individualizing Eclucatlonal Pro-




riculum developments and innovations in mathematics instruc-
tion, and (4) recent improvements made possible by advances 
in educational technology. 
Early vJork in Individualized Techniques-: ' 
I11dividualization of instruction within classes has a 
long history, Hildreth states: 
••• it is likely, 'Gnat soon ai·'Ger class instruc'Glon 
became the fashion in American schools some resou:r'ce-
ful teachers began to employ means for giving specif-
ic attention to individual pupils, especially those 
t.;hose learning was unsatisfactory,l 
In 1888, Preston W, Search, superintendent of Pueblo, 
Colorado schools, developed a systematic plRn of instruction 
to provide fo:r' individual differences among secondary school 
students, Apparently the plan was discontinued when local 
dissatisfaction led to the fir:i.ng of the superintendent.2 
According to Henderson, differentiated staffing first 
appeared in 1898, in a program that involved a master teach-
er and an assistant teacher who helped with large classes. 
Attempts to individualize instruction th:r•ough homogeneous or 
ability gr·ouping began about 1900,3 \rlashbu:me states that 
Burk pioneered :i.n breaking the 11lock-stepn in education by 
developing individual instructional mate:r·ials which led to 
lnildreth, "Guidance in the Lincoln School, 11 p. 23. 
2George I,. Henderson. "Individualized Instruction: 
S1.reet in Theory .• Sour in Practice, 11 The A:t'itlnnetic ~Cee.che:r:, 
XIX (January, 19'72), 18. 
3-rl · d )). .. 
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the development of the Winnetka Plan in 1919.1 ~'his was a 
non-graded app1•oach 5 ..n which each student was given a sepa-
rate course of study for each subject :l.n the progl'lilll, witb 
provisions made for continuous-progress promotion, 
Bake:r· reports that the Dalton Plan was developed by 
Parkhurst at about the same time. 2 The principal features 
were: freedom for the individual child to work on his as-
• ' t s 1gnmen.;; economy through budgeting of time; and discard1.ng 
the fixed daily schedule. Dlfferentiation of assig:n:ments 
was provided for different ability lev·els and the classJ:oom 
was thought of as a WOl'kroom. By 192.5, the Dalton Plan vras 
in use in over 200 U, s. schools, but then gradually disap-
peared.3 
Billet describes a third major individualized method 
knovm as the Mon•:i.s_9;'9 Pl~.D:• Here the sequence :i.n units is 
provided :for and guide sheets are used i'or lesson assign·· 
ments. The classroom becarne a labol'ato:r•y with pupils of 
varying a.bj.li ty having differentiated units and assignments. 
'rhe l'iorriso.n Plan 1o1as rnos t generally us o d j_n the teac:hing of 
• L• sc:t.ence(j J-
1lvashbur-ne, f'd.0,ptine; __ ~~l?:?~c:hooJ,p_, pp. 77-82, 
2H.J. Baker, "The N'atur·EJ and Extent of Individual Non-
tal D:i.ffere.neos, n 'fhe J ou:rnal of Educat:lonal Hosearc:h, 
(March, 19 32) , 12. _.,_·-----·----··-·---"------
3Ib:td. 
Lm,o. BiJ.J.et, "Provisions .fOJ~ IndJ.vidua.l Differenees, 
I1a:c'king, and Promotion, 11 National Survey of Educe.tion }\one-




Henderson contends that an indication of the popular:i.-
ty of :i.ndi vidualize d :l.ns true tion during the twenties was 
provided in a 1925 bibliography that listed 487 books and 
articles about ind:!.vidualizing in specific Amer1.can schools •1 
In the years following this period the literature in-
cluded descr•iptions of a numbel' of individualized Pl'ocedures 
and devices less co:mp!•ehensive in scope than the Winnetka, 
Dalton, and Norr:i.son Plans., In. a 
vision of Educational Research and Results, the Philadelphia 
Boal~d of Public Education describea three devices for indi-
vidualizing classroom work in junior and senior high school. 2 
These included differentiated unit ass:lgnruc1nts • :individual 
remedial exercises, and grouping pupHs uithin the class-
rooms. Three types of differentiated assignments vl8l0 0 
noted: (1) the common ass lgnments differ·ing ln rate, ( 2) 
mrud.mum and minimum ass:i.gmnents differing aH to achievement 
level expected, and (3) common group objectiveH with added 
aHHignme:nts for each pupil. In the grouping proceHs, com-
mittees 1-rere formed for spc-;cial assignments and other groups 
-.rer·e given needed remedial instruction. AccoJ:>ding to tbe 
autl:io:cs, higbly satisfactory results >vere achieved in this 
progrrun, 3 
Lipson took i.nto account the individual Ol' u.n:i.qne 
lHende1•son, nindiv:l.dual:tzE;d InHtruct;.ion, n p. 18. 
2Broussa:r.•d, "~'he Effect of an Individualized Ins·tl'Uc-






characteristics of the student when discussing individual-
ization in juniol' high school mathematics ,1 This first 
method he suggests is using a coruruon assig:n.ment, but allow-
ing for individual r•esponse, Regardless of the assignment, 
each student will bring to and take a>vay something different. 
A second method ts to state coruruon ob,jectives for all stu-
dents, but provide individual paths to their completion. 
His third suggestion is to individualize the objectives for 
all students lr.i the program, and allow d:i.f'ferent times for 
comp1etion,2 
Altering Organizat:LonalPatterns to 
Better Neet IncJ.ividmH .Needs . ·.· 
New organizational patterns have been designed to cre-
ate greater· flexibility within schools and offer more alter-
natives to meet student needs for individualization. 
Ability grouping, which is defined as classifying 
children into restricted range (homogeneous) classroom envi-
ronments, has been used extensively as a means of providing 
for individual differences :i.n response to increased public 
concern with academic achievement, The variety of 1•easons 
consistently off'e1•ed by educators for the use of ability 
grouping are presented by Esposito) 1'he rationale for ho-
lJoseph L5.pson, 11Indiv5.dual5.zation of Insh•t1ctlon in 
Junio1• High 1'1athomatics" (paper presented at the Regional 
·-Meeting of the nat1.onal .Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 
Montreal, Canada, November 6, 19'70), pp. 1-3. 
2Ibid, 
3nomin:i.clr Esposito, "Ability Grouping ·· Good for Chil-
dren or Hot?" The Natlonal Center for Research and Infox•ma-
tion on Equal Educat:i.ona.l OppoJ:tu.ni ty, Tipsheet Ho. 4., (Nay, 
1971), pp. 1··3, 
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mogeneous ability grouping, not necessarily based on re-
search findings, generally include the following: (1) in-
dividual differences are taken into account by al1owing pu-
pils to advance at "their o-vm rate 11hile grouped with others 
of similar ability, and by offer:Lng methods and materials 
geared to their level, (2) the teacher has more time to pro-
vide individual attention, (3) the pupils are challenged to 
do their -best \·:ith:i.n a realistic range of competition, (4) it 
is easier to teach to a narrowel' range, and (5) teachers in 
heterogeneous groups must teach to the aveJ~age student.l 
1'he implication is that ability grouping is a means 
for• providing for individual differences, but Esposito states 
·t;hat there :ts no cleal'-cut evidence i:ndicat:i.ng that this ob-
jective has been l'ealized, 2 In 1'act, the 1968 NEA repo:r·t; 
states that despite the increasing popularity of ability 
g:rouping, ther•e is a lack of empirical evidence to sup1?ort 
its use in the schools,.3 Furthennore, the NEA claims that 
homog0neous ability grouping resulta in the ethnic and soc:i.o-· 
economic separation of students, and that th:Ls gl'ouping pro-
cedure should be abandoned and replaced with an educational 
opportunity.~-
Accord.:t:ng to •rrafton, flexible zrouping seems to be a 
more effective organizational pattern than ability grouping, 
lrt:td. 










for i:t permits the partitioning of classes into small groups 
for sho1ot periods of time to work on specific content..l 
When the topic is completed, the students can be brought to-
gether until the need again arises to have smaller groups. 
This app1ooach has been effectively :trap1eraen"i.;ed in skill 
areas ;,rhere v<ide divergence in achievement often occurs. 2 
Nongraded pl'og:r·aras are another exalllple of new organ1.-
_zatio:nal 1)at.ter:ns ~Jhieh meet student :needs for ind:i:viduali .... 
zatim1. These needs are accomplished throngh the systematic 
assis'"Xl.rnent and reassignment of the pupil to classes consis-
tant 1>Jith his performance level. Bro>m eva1uated the non-
graded program at Powell Elementar•y School (grades 1-6) in 
Philadelph:i.a and indicated that indivicl.ual:i.zation did occur 
and that the pupils perfor.ma.nce in 1oeading and arithmetic, 
as raeasv.recl. by the love. 'Pest of BsJdc Skills, was slgnifi·· """'- ... 
cantly improved over the previous year.J Also, nongraded 
pupHs attained higher levels of independent study skHls 
than most of their peers :i.n graded sehools.~· 
Team tea()h:i.ng presents ne1v opportunities fol' teaehers 
with different specia.lities and students -vri"th va:d.ed back·· 
grounds to learn from one another. A team Hill usually con-
sis t of hro "to seven teaehers, vri th one ae ti:ng as team lead-
lpaul H. T:t>af.ton, "Ind:Lviduelized Instruction: Devel-
oping Broadened Pel'Spectived," Tho Ar:i.thmeti() 'roachol'. XIX 
(January, 1972), 11. ---··---··--·------··------· 
2Ib:i.d. 
3Eclward. K, Bro>m, 'i'be J.ifono-:raded h'or;ram at the Po>·m11 
Elementary s choo1.: Evali:tat"1vcdif8:s-:3-.rr-T.Pti:nacteJ.phTa'-.rti"P..fio 
Benoo:Ls, -~rillTaae"fphia ;-Ye11i1sy:Lve:T.l":re., ;:·no), pp. 1-39, 
L~Ib'" d . .L " 
I 
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er. The strengths of the group must be analyzed and the 
syllabus planned accordingly, inviting guest instructors to 
fill gaps in their fund of knowledge~ Student grouping may 
be parallel (all at the same level) or vertics.l (ability 
with enrichment in small groups).. A team effort can also be · 
administered in separate classes, with each teacher agl;ee-
i:ng to organize instruction around a central theme. Regard-
less of' the ---method employed, the principal advantages of 
team teaching are minimizing of preparation, saving of time, 
and unification of student experience.1 
Cur:dculum Iievbl.")}Wile'i'~tf! a.n?· ::r;;n:qpva-
tions in f.lathe:matics Z:nstruction . . . ~"' ' . - . 
Numerous developments have occu!'red i.n i.ndividualized 
instruction which focus primarily on ourriculur11 and insh•uc-
tional materials and are based on a continuous progress con-
cept, 
Individus.lly Presc1•ibed Inst;ruction (IPI), developed 
at the University of Pittsburgh, is a more specific terra 
used to de~1cribe a form of' progJ'a..'1lJllled instruction that prob-
ably J:ep1•esents the most thoroughly developed and sophist:i.-
cated forra of individualization which is not dependent upon 
compute:r-s, The essential aspec,ts of IPI are as foJ.loHs: 
1. Individualization of the rate at wh:i.ch students 
proceed tb:t•ough a carefully sequence c1 set of ob-
lRobert J, Elkins • "Team Teach:l.ng and Individualized 
Instruction," (speech presented a-t the ConfeJ:ence of' Nodern 
Language, Hist,or-.r, and Social Studies ~reache1•s, V<lo-tzlar·, 
Germany, December 2, 1970), pp, 1-J, · 
jectives for a given subject; 
2. Nastery of subjec·t matter content to enhance dis-
covery or creativeness as one proceeds through a 
set of objectives; 
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3, Some self-direction, self-evaluation, and self ini-
tiation to a limited degree on the part of the 
learners; and 
4, Individualized techniques andmfl.terials of i:nstruc-
t . 1 ~on .. 
The IPI matei•ials include tapes, vwrksheets, booklets, 
and records all ailned at self-instruction and equipped with 
built-in tests. These tests help the student detel'!n:i.ne: (1) 
whether he needs to study the material or if he has all•eady 
nmstered it, (2) if he actually understands each step, a.nd 
(3) after completing a unit of study, has he indeed moved 
along in the direction of one of the cur:d.culum objectives, 2 
Yetter sees IPI as one system that can meet the needs 
of our changing ·vrorld because it has helped change the in-
terest and attitudes of many in learning ho•r t;o leal'n,3 He 
believes IPI is a step toward the superior classroom because 
it includes materials that can be used independently, allow-
ing each child to learn at h1s own pace and x•ealize success. 
Additionally, the teacher is provided tools for assessment, 
lJohn 0, Boivin, "Individually Pl'Elscl··:i.bed Instl•uction," 
Educational Screen and Aud:i.ovlsuaJ. Guide. XLVII {Apl'il. . 
l9t>13T;J:I~-rs. --- - · 
2noakJ.eaf School," Grade Teacher, LXXXV (1t;.ay-June, 
1968) ·' 81-81~. 
3clyde C, Yetter, "Do Schools Need IPI? Yes!" Educa-
t5.onal l,EJ8.der·ship, XXIX (March, 1972), h91. ----_ . .... _______ ,~-~--
mastery meastu•ement, and specif'led management technlques,l 
Meade and Griff'ln ln their :final report of' an IPI 
mathematics progr~~ as an instructional approach in grades 
1-6, concluded that no signii'icant diff'erences occured be-
t1r1een the control and experimental groups in achievement, 
but that a positive dif'i'erence ;,ras :found in teachers' and 




Tillman lists the shortcomings of IPI as: (1) the 
over·ly strong emphasis on sequence, (2) the validity placed 
on diagnostic tests, and (3) the establishment of 85 percent 
correct responses as a major criteria for determin:i.ng suc-
cess,3 He has found much research, experience, and expert; 
opinion to refute heavy reliance on a.ny oi' these as "near 
absolutes," Fehrle has similar doubts which include: (l) 
the :financial bu:roden incurred by those adopting the program, 
(2) the lack o:f.' student interaction, (J) the need fol' more 
color, depth, variety, a.nd open-ended thinking situations, 
and (4) the training or retraining of' teachers , 11- Pehrle 
1~. 
2will imn F. Heade, and Lavrrence 111, Griffin, A Cornpar-
.a t l ve stud;>: '?2'' s ._!:2! dent ~_yeroe t_:.:_~d q_ the rJ3 e 1 f!..:: '"fOsrs.!ili'ien t 
,9Uaraderis FJ.cs J.n ~r:oz_":'lll11 ~ 'l~~adJ.fioEal-l.;niiTr·uc fJ.o.n J.n. 
Hatheinatics ina:ra-des 1--6-ltlorsenea(;[S(;0n"fral ~is'Enct, 
HorseT:ieads, Ne~I-"Yor·k,-f%9), pp, 140-155. 
3Rodney Tillman, "Do Schools Need II'I? No1 11 Educa-
tional Leadersl?J.:p, XXIX. (March, 1972), 495. 
Li·Ca.rl C. Fehrle, "A Look at IPI, 11 Educat:i.onal Leader-
sh~J?.• XXVII (Fobruary, 1971), 48l-h8lJ .•. ------·---:-----
fu~the~ states that even though the p~og~am is still in the 
expe~imental stage, its idea appea~s sound and the ~esults 
may be ~ewa~ding,l 
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Sinks analyzed the effects of changing the educational 
envi~onment drastically to achieve an individually pre-
scribed curriculum for each of the students in his experi-
mental group.2 These subjects were given an individually 
prescribed curriculum in mathematics, s.cience, language arts, 
and social studies and were compa~ed 1dth tho control group 
using the traditional textbook approacl1, class-group method 
in all subjects, Results suggest that the experimental 
treatment accounted for the gains in achievement scores on 
the Sequentia_l Test of Educational Progress in all four sub-
ject areas and for the desirable changes in the student's 
attitude, behavior, and learning strategy,3 
The multi-text approach is another strategy being used 
to individualize mathematics instruction. Teachers in 
Bro<mrd County,. Florida, developed the Scientific Approach 
to JV"mthernatics Instruction (S.A:HI) vlhich is a series of test-
ing booklets covering skills requi:r>ed by students at 
2Thornas Alonzo Sinks, "How Individualized Inst:r>uction 
in Junio:t' High School Science, Mathematics, Language A:r>ts, 
and Social Studies Affect Student Achievement" (unpublished 










different grade levels.l 1'he teachers also studied several 
different grade level textbooks and matched material from 
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corresponding texts. Students are assigned a pretest >-rhich 
is corrected by an aide who submits the results to the teach-
er. The teacherts role is that of diagnostic:tan and after 
viewing the test results, -will assign several texts for the 
student's use. A thorough record of each child's progress is 
kept and from these recox~ds students are assigned to groupe 
for· formal teaching lessons. Numerous othel' schools have 
developed very similar individualized progNuns in mathemat-
ics. 2 
The Learning Activity Package (LAP) is a curriculum 
package on a given topic .vith cleaJ~ly defined objectives, 
ca1•efully developed sequences, and evaluations to determine 
if the o1)ject;ives have been met. The LAPs have been used to 
provide appropriate curriculum materials i:n numerous school 
districts that have adopted ideas such as team teaching, 
continuous prog1•ess, non-gradedness, and flexible scheduling, 
The learning paclrage concept 1-Till be covered· in-depth later 
in this chapter,3 
Project PLAN (Prog1•a.1n for LNll'ning in Accordance vrith 
Needs), developed by the vlestinghouse Corpo1•ation :t.n 
1Flore:nce T, l'ieronclk, A Surve~_of Individualizc~d 
Reading and }1a thematics Pl·ograms ( Caigs.ry S8parat0S' chool 
Tioard~~irro.3rta, Canada, 1~9l~p. 38. . 
2rbid. 
3sally H. Ca:pdarell:i., 11The LAP - A Ji'easlble Vehiclo of 
Indi v:i.dualization, 11 _Edu:'!.~t:I:.ona~_Tech_I:olggy, XII (r1a:r•ch, 
1972). 23. 
conjunction with the American Institute for Research, uti-
lizes similar packages called "Teaching Learning Units 11 
.. 
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(TLUs). The program is computer-managed, in that the compu-
ter processes a.nd stores student progress data for the pur-
pose of making prescriptions, Pretests and objectlves are 
used to establish the needs of the students. Lessons are 
genel'•ally assignments from currently available commercial 
materials Hhich- have been related to tho objectivos a.nd se .... 
quence ·of Project PLAN. PLAN is Horldng toward accountabil-
ity by stating its objectives and demo:nstrat:lng it ca.n achieve 
them.l 
An individualized program using student "contracts" 
has been developed at Hopkins, a Minnesota High School, and 
it is enabling.students to progress through geometry oral-
gebl'a at their own rate. 2 The students are given contracts 
which the·:;r are to complete vlithin a.n alloted time of usually 
one Hoek. The Hopkins School has also been involved in an 
innovative tes·ting system called Comprehensive Achievernont 
J1onitoring. This system uses computer analysis of periodic 
tests in mathematics to infoX'lTI the teacher of vJhich concepts 
and problems ar>e causing difficulty with the students and 
Hhich ideas are coming-across ..rell.3 
lRobert A, Ueisge:c'ber, "PLAN Is a Project Halfv;a.y 
There, 11 Educational Sc:eeen and Audiovisual Guide XLVIII 
(July, 1'16<;r;,-rz:-l3. -- -
9... ,_L:.I.pson, "Individualization in Junior High, 11 pp. 4-5. 
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Educational 'I'echnology_ ·_ · 
This third catego1oy for individualizing instruction 
is perhaps best exemplified with the l'e_cent technological 
developments in education, Salisbury believes that computer-
assisted instruc·tion (CAI) has been the most significant in-
structional application of computers and has been defined as: 
A man-machine interaction in which the teaching 
f"I1Y'I<"f-~ r.'l-"1 ·t 0 Ol'\r>A'YI'>Y\•1 ~ ~l-.n.rl "h-. .. ,..., ,..,......,... ..... ~ • .J-,.,...,.. ~'<,.. ... ,,..J-~~ ~ 7 ..'! .J-,_ • 
..._-..,...u....., ..,.....,....,._~ ... ·'-'"" -•• ,vvv.LLlj:J•'-..J.'•'-'·J.Vu. u;y a. 1..-V.!.IlJ:IU.VOJ.. O;Jo:J Vt.HU WJ..VJ.l. .... 
out interve:otion by a human instructor. Both train-
ing material and insj:ructional log:i.c are stored in 
the computer· me111o1'Y ~ 
The thl'ee basic modes of computer-assisted inst1•uct1.on 
include: (1) drill and practice, (2) tutorial, and (3) dia-
logue. 2 The least complex is the d:t•ill and practice mode. 
Here the computer is us<~d to control, guide,, and rnoni tor by 
repetition a specific task or group of tasks, The purpose :ts 
to develop a predetermined leveJ. of proficiency in a given 
skill. :!.'his mode has been used considerably in elementary 
school ma thf,rnat:i.cs ins true tion. The tutorial mode is more 
complex in that more material is presented and a hi.gher lev-
el of student response ls called fol~. It is generally used 
:for or:i.gi:nal rather than supplemental ins·t.ruction, and an 
entire course may be taught ln this mode alone. Dialogue is 
the third and most complex me.nner of instruction, The stu-
dent actually engages :i.:n a conversat:i.on with the compute1•, 
rather than being presentE>d textual material and tl:wn be:i.ng 
--~----
1Alan B. Salisbm•y, "An Overv:te1~ of CAl, 11 Educational 






questioned to determine his comprehension, as in the tutori-
al process, Depending upon vlhether the initiative to ask 
the questions rests with the pupil or the computer, the dia-
logue mode can be furthex• classified as Computer Inquiry or · 
Student Inquiry.l 
Bundy, in reviewing the literature pertaining to CAI, 
drew the follovr:i.ng conclusions: (1) pupils seem to learn 
at least as Hell with CAI as with conve~otio:nal classJ:•oom 
instruction, (2) CAI can provide learning and retention at 
least equivalent to conventional techniques, (3) the com-
puter progra~ can include a wide variety of audiovisual 
aids in the learning program, (L!.) students are generally 
interested in and favor the CAI form of instruction, and 
(;5) the computer provides an excellent opportunity for an 
experimental research lab to study learning a:nd perhaps ul-
M.:mately to build a theory of ins-Gruct:ton. 2 Bundy concludes 
by stating that CAI's potential has yet to be fulfilled, 
largely because it is still too expensive,3 
Computer-!!ianaged Instruction (CJ'U) is an information 
system in t;he sense that it keeps a record of and provides 
infonaation about students, Cl11I also incr•eases the potential 
of meeting incUviduaJ. needs because of the lv:i.de range of 
programs that are possible. The cm'riculum is learner-oriented, 
·-,.-------
lsalisbury, "Ovel'View of CAI, 11 pp, !j.8-50. 
2Robert 1", Bl~ndy, "Computer··A~sj_sted Instruction -





adaptive, self-directive, and makes use of stimulus control 
and contingency management,l A typical program consists of 
modules of instruction or teaci:ier··learner units, feedback, 
and usage of student variables in prescribing instruction. 
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The student receives his suggestions, works at his own rate, 
and upon completion of the unit, will be tested in the test-
ing center. A remote terminal connects each school Hith a 
central computer.2 
Nichols states that during the 1950's the production 
of progranL•ned :materials reached staggering proportions. 3 
Those who were involved in the writing of these mate:d.als 
proceeded on the assumption that a student should leax•n at 
his chosen :rate, and they followed Skinner's concept of :re-
inforcement ·• each response immediatoly .followed by the 
judgement as to whether it is right or v.rrong.4 
Deterline, President of General Progress ~l'eaching, 
Palo Alto, California, defines progr•anJll1ed instruction as: 
Interactive instruction :L.nvolv:i.ng a:n ind:i.vidualized 
interaction beb·men student and instructional input, 
whether student paced or group paced, made up of a 
sequence of steps, each consisting of instructional 
input follo·wed by some form of student response, 
follmved in tur•n by some form of evaluation of the 
lJ ohn A, Finch, 11 Cornputer-1•Ianaged Ins true tion: An 
Annotated Bibliography," AudiovisuaJ. Instruction, XVII 
(l"iarch, 197 2), 7 2. 
2tvill:Lam \oi, Cooley, "Data Processing and 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (Toronto: 
MacMillan Limited, 1969), pp." 289--90 •. 
3Eugene D. N1.chols, "Is I:ndi.vidual iza tion 
Educational Tecl}nology, XII (March, 1972), 53. 
l+Ibid. 
C t • II ompu·1ng, 
Collier -. 




re~ponre· This is a process, not a medium or a 
th~ng. · 
A typical program consists of sequentially arl'anged 
pieces of information called frames. Most frames require a 
student response that :l.s checked immediately against the 
2 correct response, 
Lindvall and Bolvin, in sunrrna1'izing the advantages of 
educational programming, state that studies indicate that 
programs: (1) permit progress at individual rates, (2) cs.n 
teach effectively, (3) can be used in various '-rays, and (4) 
can hold the attention of the pupils. n1ey further state 
that progrrunmed :i.nstruotion is most effect:i.ve if the entire 
school or a series of grades is programmed,3 
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fue main problems mentioned by Lindvall and Belvin 
are: (1) that not all available programs a:r•e effective, (2) 
many needed programs have yet to be developed, (3) greater 
flexibHity and orga:n:tzation in the curriculum is needed 
than is found in most school situations, and (4.) that too 
many schools adopt the materials without adopting the phi-
losophy,4 Another distinct diss.dvantage lies in the cost 
factol'. Bright estimates the cost of' preparing materials, 
11-lillia:m A. Deterl:tne, 
ProcEJSS. 11 Educational Screen 
(June, i967), 18-.---··--
11 Progranrrne d Ins true tion as a 
and Audiovisual Guide, XLVI .... _____ _ 
2NichoJ.s, 11Is IndividuaJ.:tzatlon the Ans"Hel'•" p.53. 
3c.N. Lindvall, and John o. Bolvin, 11Progra.rmned In-
struction in the Schools: an Application of' Programming 
Pr:i.nciples, 11 quoted :ln Ph:tl C, Lange, ed. P:r:_og_l'~rrnned In·· 
~:_~_ti<2:''2 (Ch:lcago: University of Chit~a.go Press, 1967). 
h_:r:b:i.~. 
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regardless of the media utilized, to be an investment of ap-
proximately two hundred professional man hours, to prepare 
the materials that an average student will go through in one 
hour.l 
Elect1•onic calculators have also been viewed as an in-
novative technical means of improving mathematics instruc-
tion. Keough and Burke conducted an experimental study in 
two high schools in Nevr York to determine the feasibility 
of using calculators. 2 They "lvere also co.ucerned with devel-
oping curriculum-related materials, and whether the usage of 
the calculator could be applied to the teaching of areas re-
lated to mathematics, The SequentJal Test of Education Pro-
gr·~ vras used as a pretest and posttest measure of math 
achievement. When a ne-.r unit of instruction was initiated 
the students in the e:xpe!'imental group used electronic cal-
culators to solve problems related to home1rrorlc assignments 
and classroom wo1•l{. From the posttest. a T-test indicated 
a significant difference behreen the groups at the .01 lev-
el. The authors concluded that the results indicate that 
electronic calculators can facilitate mathematics instrue-
tl.o.n l.n elev·onth and hmlfth grade classes. 3 
With the use of technological developments such as 
-------·----
1 "Acool'dl.ng to Dl'. Bright, " Educational Screen and 
~J:pvisua1 Guid"!_, XLVI (June, 196/'r;-·rr~:=J.-o:----
2Jc;>hn J. Keough, a:nd G?!:;trd W. Burke, Uti~zi!/c§. ar1 
E:leotron:to Calculator to Fac1.L1 tate Inst1•uct1o.n J.n haffic" .• 
ma Hcsin tnii-l!;leverrruand 'l'weffTh-Ci'TaCf(i~1 (Suff~un:Cy 
R'iigio'nal Cente~EA-TI'fl~:C:r, Patchogue, New York, (1969), 
pp. 1-60. 
3Ibid, 
computers, calculators, and programmed instruction, math 
labs have been initiated to enable a student to learn math-
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ematics by discovering concepts on his own with only dis-
creet guidance f:r•om the instructor. The emphasis is placed 
upon individualized learning through tho discovery app1•oach. 
The basic objective in using the discovery method is to pre-
sent mathematics in a manner that will make sense to the 
student. He is learning math through his reactions and re-
sponses to the experiences. Meaning becomes apparent to the 
stude.nt only through the individualls experience, interest, 
and imagination as au active participant,l A teacher will 
seldom tell the solution to a problem or how to find it, but 
instead Hill use strategic suggestions and questions to stim-
ulate the youngster to work out the problem hi:mself.2 
The math lab also places emphasis on childl'en hs.ndli.ng 
physi.cal raate:r•ials, and on their devising methods to solve 
problems. This approach stems from Piagetian principles of 
education. ·some labs make use of special materials, such as 
Cuisenaire rods and Diane's NAB blocks, Hhereas others use 
enviromne.ntal materials such as pebbles, bottle caps, tongue 
depressors, and pieces of spaghetti. Often children are as-
signed specific tasks, while at other times they may be 
asked to help design their olm projects.3 Kessler believes 
lHerman Boeckmann, 11 The Discovery Approach Strategy 
for 11athematics 'reachers,~'- School Science and ]v!athematics, 
LXII. (January, 1971), 1.1. . · -------
2Bernard H. Kessler, "Individualizing l'!athems.tics 
Learning 'I'hr·ough tho Hath Lab, 11 ~c:;:.tionall~_chno~.2E.I• 
XII (Harch, 1972), 30. . 
3KessJ.e:r, "Indi vicl.ualizlng Mathematics, " pp. 30-32. 
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that "the power of the math lab approach lies in its ability 
to free the creative energies of children, teachers, admin-
istrators and the community towards a more effective school 
system. 111 
Summar;y 
In the preceding section, various strategies leading 
to the individualization of instruction and its application 
to the general school curriculum, as well as specific math-
e:matics instruction, ~-rare discussed. Five elements basic to 
:i.ndividualized instruction '1-Jere included to provide a defi-
:nJ.tion for the term as it applies to this study. 
The premise for individualized instruction was stated 
using the opinions of' w.t'iters ·as 1-mll as the results of re-
search conducted on the effect of individual differences on 
academic achievement. Cb.al'S.cteris tics mentioned included: 
personality traits, scholastic aptitude, mental ability, 
motor• skills, interests, and socio-economic background. A 
reviEM of the literature indicates that a correlation does 
axis t be t>veen i11di vidual diff'ere.nces and a chilcP s ability 
t'o p:J:>oi'it from his education. 
Programs employing individualized techniques we:t>c also 
revievred. Examples wer·o c:i.ted from the late .n:i.neteenth cen-
tury to the current innovations brought about by educational 
technology. Techn:i.ques that alter· organizational patterns 
were described and a numboJ.' of examples of cm:•rlculura devel-







The review of the literature pertaining to learning 
packages :i.s discussed under three major headings. The sec-
tions will deal lvi.th the :following: (l) a discussion of 
learning packages, ( 2) the role of 1em'.ning packages in 
individualized programs, and (3) Learning Activity Packages 
(LAPs). 
An Intro_duction to Learning Packages 
In order to provide a thorough discussion of the con-
cept of learning packages, it is necessary to divide the 
topic into three subtopics \.Jhich include: (1) a background 
- of learn:tng packages, ( 2) major chara.cteristics of a learn-
ing package, and (3) some general impJ.ications regarding 
their use. 
A Background of ·Learning Packages 
'rho advent of learning packages did not appear on the 
educa tio:na1 scene as abruptly as many of t.he other new in-
structio:nal practices that emerged during the 1960fs, Incoru-
pJ.ete packaged materials accompanying basic textbooks, such 
as end-of-chapter reviews, s uppleruentary res. dings, teacher 
resource guides, and the all-too-familiar -vmrkbooks have 
been standard fol' many years. Contemporary paclmges are 
more comp1•ehensive, involve a systems concept, include more 
varied techniques and media, and can be developed indepen-
dontly or pur•chased commereia11y with content ranging 
through most of the sub,iect areas sequontift11y arranged for 
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school uso,l 
The more common formats in package dosigns have been 
organlzed under UPI, LAP, Ul'liPAC, and ~restinghouse Learning 
Corporation's, ~'LUs. 2 These programs have generally arranged 
the curriculum sequentially in small components with clear•ly 
stated performance objectives that allow an individual to 
progress at his o-.m rate. Typically, these packages are a 
self-contai-ned- set of teachi:ng-leax·~nlng rnater·ials structured 
for· independent and individual usage, and designed to teach 
a single concept in a continuous--progress school program) 
Major Characteristics of LE)ar:n:tng._Pacl}:ages · 
Just as there are vm•ied differences in the defining 
of individualized instruction, so any discussion of instruc-
tional packages encounters semantic difficulties, In classi-
fying a learn:Lng package, six specific chal'acteristics are 
usually readily discernible: 
1. Role of the instructor 
2. Concept focus 
3, Behaviorally-stated objectives 
Lj.. Multiple activities and methods 
!). Diversified learning :materials and activities 
---------
1 Hulda Gr'obman, fl:J<;duca tiona]_ Paekages -· Panacea'? 11 
Educational Lea?_;9_:_rspip, XXVII (Nay, 19'{0), 781. 
2william Georgiades, "Introduction: 
Learning Packages," Jo~12..a1- of:_j3ecoD:dary 
(Hay, 1971) , 199, 
3;_J;_b i_£. 






It is the intent of this section to describe each major 
characteristic and explain its function. 
The role of the instructor has been changed signifi-
cantly from the time he -v1as mainly a dispenser of knowledge, 
He becomes a diagnostician of learning in helping each in-
dividual child find success. The student moves into a more 
ac-ti-ve r-ole in the leal?:n:tng process as :many individual 
cis ions are left for him to make. Teacher·s also have more 
time to provide enrichment activities and for effect:tve 
planning to aid the students in their Jearn:tng prob1ems. 
The professional expertise of the teacher can provide local 
adaptations :for the most positive lear·ning conditions possi-
Hi th:tn a course of study there are broad generaliza-
tions, referred to as "units", and within these units there· 
are moJ~e discrete "clusters" of concepts which make up the 
strueture of the units. The :focus of a package is deter-
111i:nec1 by the selection of' a single concept from the struc-
ture. The concept chosen for a given package Hill dictate 
the package's place in the total curriculum. ~l'he expected 
level of performance of the learners must be matched •·dth 
the choice oi' concept focus, It; is this match vJhich sets 
the paclmge apart i'r•om textbooks or a curriculum guide that 
lR. Herbert Ringis, 11\}hat is 'A Instructional Pack-
age?' 11 Journal oi' Seeondary Education, X:I.NI (I·lay, 1971), 201. ___ ... ____ -·~-
-2m_enys G·, Um•uh, "Can I Be Heplaced by a Package? 11 
J?d1JcC<!~~iona1 T.eadersh:i.l?_, .LIVII (Nay, 1970), 765. 
is used during an entire semester or school year. 1 
Clearly stated instx•uctional objectives should convey 
the concept in a form recognizable to the learner so he.VJill 
Jrnow the quality of perfonuance expected of him, The self-
directive nature of the package requ_ires that ·t;he objectives 
be clearly stated and understood by the learner. If this is 
achieved, the objectives tvill provide guidance for the 
learning experiences contained in the 
Varying types of multimedia learning material~ are in-
cluded, based on the belief that ther•e :ts no one best Hay 
for any learner to learn. ~~his mul"Giplic:tty of activities 
to accomplish objectives compels the learner into decision-
maldng, provides for different styles of learning, and at-
tempts ·t;o relieve the "sameness" of the educational process, 
The student may elect to be involved in: (l) expel•imenta-
tion, (2) observation, (3) group 1·mrk, (4) independent study, 
(!)) role playing, ( 6) simulat:i.on, ( 7) field trips, ( 8) model 
building_, (9) research, (10) constl>uction, or (11) use of 
varied materials a.nd media. 3 
A variety of materials and media should be provided 
with the activit:i.es listed in addition to the multiple meth-
odologies. To accomplish an objective the learner can 
choose from among :f:i.lms, records, tapes, filmstrips, dia-
grams, videotape recordings, models, and charts. He may 
----------· 
1 
Ringis, 11\vhat Is 'A Instructional Package?'" p, 202. 
2 lb:i.d, 
3n· . J.Ugls, 11 \,That is tA Instructional Package? 111 p, 204, 
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wish to use a single resource or a combination of them to 
achieve his objectives and concept formation. This diversity 
is also provided. to allovl for variations in the individual 
1 styles of learning. 
~'he evaluation instruments within packages allow for 
individual assessment th~oughout and usually include: (1) 
pretest, (2) selftest, and (3) posttest. The pretest serves 
in- a.ss·essi:ng readiness, deter-·rnining the level of pre1")equisite 
abilities, and providing a basis for deciding where, and 
with -vrhat part of the package the learner will begin, Short 
selftests _give reinforcement of improvement and provide 
check-points as the learner proceeds toward the objectives, 
.-l'l1th a posttest, the learner and the teacher assess the 
student's progress and decide Hhether or not he has gained 
sufficie:ntly to exit the paclcage. I.f the performance speci-
fied in the objectives is not attained, additional learning 
experience from the same package, or from another package 
may be prescribed. Host importantly, the posttest pr•ovides 
closure for the learner; he may experience a sense of person-
. b t 2 al accomplJ.s.J:nen '• 
General Implications 
Included among the general implications of the use of 
curriculum packages in educational innovation and change are 
a nu..mber of possible Pl'oblems, In the initial yeal'S of pro-
-----------
2Ringis, "~"lhat is 'A Instructional Paekage?' 11 p, 20/j .• 
4.6 
gra.ru development, quality control is often lacldng, Ge.ner-
ally the packages contain a disproportionately higher use of 
low-level cognitive objectives with little emphas:i.s on trans-
fer, synthesis, or problem-solving skills, In addition, 
there are claims that the package is too dehumanizing, and 
too narrow, and that it cannot :measur'' attitude,1 
The p1•ocess . of revision should be an integral part of 
·packaging and could solve :many of' these ills and lead to 
vastly improved instruction, To make revisio.n suc:cessful, 
creative instructo:t'S Hith programming skill and a Hillingness 
to include attitudinal responses are necc•ssar·y. Hore gener-
ally, a higher order of eciucatio:nal objectives are needed to 
encourage divergent 1•ather than conver•gent student 1•esponses, 
and ultimately to improve problem-solving skills and atti-
tudes to·Hs.rd learning. 2 
Grimsley asserts that p0or classroom implementat:l.on 
can he.mper the effeetiveness of even the best designed pack-
age.3 Teacher training is vital to the success of any new 
progx•arn and the producers must make provisions for this 
t1•ai:ni:ng as par·t of the package. Attention must also be 
gi von to :tnvol v:i.ng the district Is CUl'l'icuJ.um v10rkers in the 
introduct:i.on of the neH progra.rn and in teacher training, for 
1 P.i ta B. ,T ohnso.n, "Self-Instructional Packages: Good 
or Bad?" ;runioJZ__Col1ege }ommal, :xJ"VI (August/September 
1971)' 19-20. 
" ~id, 
3Edith E:. Grimsley, "Before I I,ook Inside," Education-
al Leade]:Sh:iJ?.• XXV-II (Hay, 1970), 773-77~-· . 
the program can be threatened by the withdrawal of contract 
consultant services,l 
Budget restrictions and rising expenses make the cost 
of a packaged program a major hurdle for most districts. 
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In the majol'itY of progrruns, a high initial cost is in-
curred, One may argue that the package is a better instruc-
tional system and a more economical choice based on demon-
strated quality, but the product must be offered at a rea-
sonable cost before widespread adoption and use can take 
place. Empirical data concerning initial and replacement 
costs, as well as pupil achievement, can be helpful to a 
district considering a learning package approach to the 
CUl'riculum. 2 
The degree of structure built into the package is a 
prime cons5.deration for any school district. Just how much 
structpre is desirable and ho'H flexible should the paf'kage 
be?3 
Some structure is necessa:C'y for opthnal learning, for 
if there is no predetermined sequence, :no part of the mate-
rial can assume prior skills, techniques, and abilities and 
no part can pyramid learning on prerequisite skills, Also, 
different teachers need different amounts and k:i.nds of 
structure to feel confident in teaching any subject matter. 
--------· 
2o.r,, Davis, and Paul vJ. Kirby, nThe Package: A Nev;' 
vfay of Life, 11 Ecluca tiopal L ~ade~hip, XXVII (Hay, 1970), 771. 
3G-robm~n, "Educational Packages," p, 781. 
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Unless the package includes:- (1) extensive explanations re-
garding the philosophy of. the materials, (2) suggested ap-
proaches, ( 3) alternatives, (4) possible dif.ficul ties, and 
()) a carefully annotated bibliography to help stimulate 
creative teaching, their potential will not be realized, 1 
Flexibility should be provided uithin the f.ramewol'k of 
the course and the package by of'f.eri . ng a variety of learning 
ex:perie:nces for ach.ieving the Tr1.e:r-e st.Loulcl be 
alternatives involving a variety of' media, approaches, and 
subject coverage, so that all parts of the materials are 
ilJ.ustrative of some general skills of concern to the cur-
riculum, but need not focus on a given sel'ies of. facts, 2 
The Role of the Learning_ l'acka.,&:J 
in Ind1vidEaJ..lzeJ}'J:~ograms · 
1Jbben states that the learning package is more than 
just another approaeh to individualized instruetion.3 In-
stead, it offers a design fol' an individualized management 
system that is planned and paced on a one-to-one basis for 
eaeh child according to his individual .needs, Learning 
paekages can be sequenced into a continuum of skills and 
used for eontinuous progress learning, or a few select pack-
ages can be identified to help the child vi th remedial HOl'k, 
should his diagnosis dete2•mine the need, 1his prescribing 
lGrobman, "Educational Packages, 11 pp. 781-782. 
2:rb:i d. 
3Gerlad C, Ubben, 11The Hole of tho I, earning Package In 
an Individualized Instructione.l Packac;e, 11 Journal of Second·· 
~~.3d~~:..!..i..c'E.• XL VI (Hay, 19?1 ) , 2.06. ·----· 
i. 
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of learning experiences on an individual basis, after appro-
priate diagnosis of needs, is but one change in the recasting 
of the teacher's role, Others include the role of instruc-
tional manager, managing the learnj_ng process, and evaluating 
the results, To accomplish this, a system such as a learni.ng 
package is needed, for it mal{es possible the pre-planning of 
an inf'ini te nu1nber• of lessons to achieve an infinite .number 
o.f behaviors,l 
A ·Hell designed package system makes available multi-
ple packages or objectives covering a range of skills and 
concepts, as >vell as multiple resources vJithin each package 
that allows for a number of options on how the package may 
be ac'lministered. Edling's table illustrates the options 
available Hhen answering who is to decide which objectives 
are chosen and llhat resources are to be used in achieving 
those objectives,2 
OBJEC2'IVES 
Teacher Selected Student Selected 
]~ ,--·--
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2Jack V. Edling, Individualized Instruction: A Nanual 
for Administrators ( Corva.llis, Oregon: Con-t:LnuingEduca-tfo"n 
FubHcati:ons-,-f9f6), quo!od in Gerald c. Ubben, "The Role of 
the Learning Package In an Individualized Instructional 
Package," ifou~~'Q-al of Se~-~~ ..=t.:L_l_lduca_t:to;r:, XLVI (May, 1971), 
207. 
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Option A, The teacher prescribes both the package to 
be studied and the resources to be utilized within that 
package, 
Option B. The teacher prescribes a particular learn-
:i.ng package, but the student is allowed freedom in choosing 
those resources that appeal to him. Here the student needs 
to complete only enough resources for him to meet the be-
. havioral performance called for in the objectives. 
Option C. The student is allo\ved to choose from the 
:numerous packages \vithin the package system. The teacher 
assigns the l'esources to be used after the child has made 
his selectlon. 
Option D. The student has the i'reedom to select his 
own package and -to choose his 1•esources .vithin that pack·· 
1 age, 
Practical classroom application may entail the use of 
all four options at some time, depending on the nature of 
the package, the adequacy of the resources, and the ability 
of the pa:r·ticular child to Hork independently, However, the 
more a child is involved in making his 01m educational de-
cisions, the mo1•e likely he is to be totally col:mnitted to 
2 them. 
L.ear.ning Actlv.~ Packages 
Arena asserts that many educators who have recognized 
lrb:td. 
2 Ubben.. "'rhe Role of the Learni.ng Package, 11 p, 208, 
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the need for a systems approach to individualized instruc-
tion have previously hesitated to under.take the task because 
of uncertainty surrounding an effective instrument for im-
plementation. Within the last few years, Learning Activity 
Packages (LAPs), conceived and developed at Nova High School 
in Ft. Lauderdale, F'lorida, have shown their effectiveness 
and are lncreasingly being employed by educators throughout 
the 
Basically, the LAP is a specially designed booklet on 
a given topic, containing objectives directly related to 
this topic, varied activities to meet these objectives, .and 
evaluations to determine the students success in meeting the 
objectives. F'lexibiJ.ity is evidenced by the fact that each 
teacher, and each school district that :i.nitiates a LAP pro-
gra:m sets up a fOl'mat devised to meet their speclfic needs. 2 
The comi)Ouents of the LAP include the follo1<~ing: 
1. Rationale 
2. Behaviol'al or perfonnauce objectives 
3, Pretest and its analysis 
4. Basic references 
5. Program for learning 
6. Self'··evaluatio:n test and its analysis 
7. Posttest3 
lJohn E:. Arens., 11An Instrument for Individualizing In-
struction, 11 JR.ducat:lon_tg~w.d~, XXVII (Hay, 1970), 78~ .• 
2Sally 1·1. Cardal'ellit 11 '.Che LAP - A Feasible Vehic:le of 
~ll~i v:tduallza tion, 11 Bd1!2_E. t:wn~].- Tec~.l?..e;.~, XII (Harch, 19'12), 
3Arena, 11An Instru1nent for Indiyidualizing, 11 pp. 78Lf-785. 
The rationale is a short introduction to the unit 
which attempts to explain why the content of the LAP is im-
portant, and which makes evident the conti.nui ty betvreen LAPs 
and the need to progress from one to the .next in an orderly 
sequence.l 
Following the rationale are a list of behavioral ob-
jectives for the entire unit. The objectives should provide 
-the student- v1itb .. a cl8ar- ver·bal picture of trJhat he is ex-
pected to accomplish, Early use of the LAPs should come 1vith 
a simple performance statement and proceed to precise behav-
ioral objectives as the child gains experience in using the 
package,2 
Upon completion of the pretest, the teacher and student 
meet to decide on a suitable program of instruction. Ideally, 
it will be a multi-media, multi-modal, multi-level approach 
to fulfill the objectives of the LAP. The teachl11' should be 
available for consultation whenever the student requires 
it.3 
The posttest is taken <rhen the student feels he has 
completed the program of instruction, to determine if he has 
mastered the objectives or has to review certain ones, He1•e, 
evaluation should assume its full role by evaluating teacher 
and program effectiveness, as Hell as student pl~ogress. 
This test-revision cycle applies not on.ly to the student, but 
lrbid. 
2cardarell i, "The LAP, 11 p. 25. 
3Ibid. 
also to the teacher and the tools used in meeting the stu~ 
de:ntts instructional needs.1 
Cardarelli s=arizes the philosophy of the LAP'pro-
gram in the folloiilng manner: 
1. Each student is v.ie.wed as an individual. cwho has a 
right to receive a program of instruction geared 
to his needs, his capabilities, a"nd his inte1•ests. 
2. The role of the teacher is'that of diagnostician, 
motivator, prescriber•, and facilitator of learn-
ing~ 
3o The !'ole o:r the student i8 that of an -independent 
person capable of making his own decj_slons and 
accepting responsibil1.ty for his own education, 
4, The atmosphere of a LAP program must reflect an 
op~m Htructure ><here creativ:i.t;y, initiative, ex-
plol•aU.o.n, and mean:i.ngful interaction with others 
can flourish. 
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In short, the LAP ph:i.losophy is aiJued at procl.ucing the crea-
tive, spontaneous, e.nd innovative person of tomorroH who 
Hill, cope ivith and cont1•ibute to the society of the future. 2 
Summa:t~y --·---"" 
In the above sectio.n, an in-depth, descriptive review 
of the literature pertai.ning to Learning Packages was con-
due ted, 
1'he major characte1•istics and general implications of 
the us0 of Learning Packages 1vere discussed vJith four of the 
vll'ite:r•s giving cautionary r<ta.tements regardi~og their usage. 
They included the following: (1) qmiJ.ity con"tl'Ol may be 
J.a.cki·ng, ( 2) packages may be too dehumanizing, (3} a higher 
ordElr of educational. objectives is needed, (Lj.) poo:r• class-
---------·------· 
lcar·darelli, '"rhe LAP, 11 p. 26. 
2cardarelJ.i, ":I'he LAP," p, 27, 
.5/q. 
room implementation may hinder the progrruu, (5) the cost may 
be prohibitory, and (6) the degree of structure necessary 
may be too deraanding. 
The role of the learning paclmge in an individualized 
program Has investigated and found to be rather flexible, 
dependent upon the amount of structure desired, the nature 
of the package, the adequacy of resources, and the ability 
of the s tu.dent to 1.-ro:rk independently (I 
Leal'ning Activity Packages, their components, and re-
sulting philosophy we1•e discussed, for the Ixldividual Learn-
ing Units (ILUs) used in this study vJere modeled after the 
LAP concept, 
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
The literature on cost-effeetiveness analysis ·Hill be 
covered :i.n this section under the folloHing headings: (1) 
an introduction to cost-effectiveness analysis, (2) a back-
ground on cost-efi'ect:i.veness analysis, 1-rith subheadings on 
definitions and the development of cost-effectiveness analy-
sis concepts, (3) relationship to Planning, l"rogramml.ng, 
Budgeting Systems (PPBS), (L~) the function of cost in cost-
effec"t:lveness analysis, (5) the function of effectiveness, 
(6) limitations of cost-effectiveness analys:i.s, and (7) cost-
eff'ec ti ve:ness and e duca tl.onal 1.ns h'uctional improvement. 
According to E:nthove.n: 
" 
Ul ti.ms,tely all policies al'e made ~nd all f:'ysta.:ms are 
chosen on the basis of judgements. There is .no other 
way and there never ·Hill be, The question is Hheth-
er those judgements have to be made irl the fog of 
inadequate and inaccurate data, unclear and undefined 
issues, and a welte1• of conflicting personal opin-
ions, or• ivhether they can be made on the basis of 
adequate, reliable informftio.n, relevant experience, 
and clearly dl•awn issues.-
Burlmtt asserts that education can no longer afford a 
random approach to the selection of educational programs; 
it is iraperative that more effective systems to achieve 
clear·ly delineated objectives for specified populations be 
identified, 2 Cost-effectiveness analysis may offe1• the ob-
jective evaluation .needed today.3 
Cost-effectiveness analysj_s is a technique 1-1hich can 
be nsect by educators in tb.elr decision-making pr:bcess. It 
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provides a conceptual frarne1-1ork for analyzing the costs, ef-
fectiveness, and other related variables o:f one or more px·o-
gra:ms, p1•ogr&JJJ components, or program al ter.na ti.ves. \men 
properly implemented cost-effectiveness analysis supplies 
the decision-makers 1-J"ith data related to the: {1) cost of 
achieving px•ogram objectives, {2) overall effectiveness of a 
pr·ograra i.n achieving its objectives, and {3) pr•ogram effec-
tiveness -vr:l th subg1•onps of' students .1.1-
--·-·--
lA,C, Euthoven "Choosing Strategies and Selecting 
'tl"eapo.n Systems .• 11 lJni_"G:..£...§ ts.tes )'la_v~~l..~L!1_8,ti.~u~-~-I'2.'..CJ.S'.l~.Zs, 
90, v.lhole No. 731 \T!ashing i..on, D, C, , 196Ij1, p. 151. 
2Beverley Ziel:le Bm'kett, "A Benefit-Cost Analysis of 
Progl'8.li1l'1e d Ins true tio.n for the Initial Teachi.nr;; of Heading" 
(mmublished Ph.D. dissE,;r>tation, The Catholic: Univer•sity of 
America, 1970), p. 6. 
3rbid. 
l.~Ray HaJ:1vood Porbes "A 1'echnique for Analyzing the 
Costs o:f the ~;o.uce.tional h'ogram Based on Behaviol'al Stated 
Instructional Objt1etives" \ unpubJ.i.r);hed doctoral cl.i.ssertatio.n, 
University of Hassachusettes, 1970 , p, 29. 
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This i:nfo:rmation is most valuable in planning .ne;r pro-
granJs and in determining if existing programs should be mod-
ified, expanded, continued, or deleted. Cost-effectiveness 
analysis will not make decisions; this remains the responsi-
bility of the educator. Cost-effectiveness simply provides 
the data which will aid the decision-maker to make better 
and more realistic decisions, 1 
Background of Cost-Ef:t:ectiveness Analys:Ls 
The review of the literatm'e pertaining to the back-
ground of cost-effectiveness analysis Hill involve the fol-
lo<·d.ng two s ubheadi.ngs : (l) definitions of the concepts in·· 
eluded in this analys:ts, and (2) the development of cost-
effectiveness analysis concepts. 
Definitions of the Concepts 
Confusion 1nay result from the similar nature of the 
terms cos·t-benefit, cost-ef'fect:l.veness, and cost-utility, 
because each term refers to an effort to make comparisons 
systematieally, in quantitative te:rms, by t1sing a logical 
series of steps, 2 It Is appropriate to clarify these con-
cepts to possibly eliminate further uncel'tainty. 
Cos!::.£.~D.S!;fH AnaJ,.IE.,iB j_J;>enef_;it-Cost_An0J-EiE_) .---An 
a.nalyt1eal appr·oseh to solVing pl'Oble:ms of choice 
----·------
1 . 
M.B. Carpe.ntei•, and S.A. Haggart, 11 Cost-·Ef.'feetiveness 
Analysis for Educational Planning," Educational Techno.log;y:, 
X (October, 1970), 26. -·---- - -
2Pranc:ts A. Ca.ry, 11 Dsvelopme.nt of an Insh'llctional 
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Hodel for Use in School Dis-
tricts" (u:npubl:i.shecl. doctoral dissertation, State University 
of Nm< York at Buffalo, 1972), p. L~2. 
which requires the definition of objectives and 
identificat:ton of the alternative that yields the 
greatest benefits for any given cost, or • , • 
yields a required or chosen amount of benefits for 
the least cost, The term usually applies to sit-
uations in .vhich the alternative outputs can be 
quantified in doJ.lars. A chief characteristic of 
cost-benefit analysis is that j_ts aim is to calcu-
late the present value of benefits and costs, sub-
ject to specified constraints,l 
_Cost-Effect~ess A,r::..£':1_y~:t_;:.--An analytical approach 
to solving problems o:Ccnolce v1hich requires the 
definition of ob :iec ·t:t ves. ident:tfica tion of alter-
:Uat:tve ways of ach:tev:i.ng- the ob,ject:lve, the iden-
·tification of the alternative that yields the 
greatest effectiveness fo:r· any given cost, Ol' ••• 
yields a requ:1.red or chosen degl'80 of effectiye-
ness for the least cost. The te:t>m is usually used 
in situations in whieh the al tel'nati:!ie outputs can-
not be easily quantified in dollar•s, 
Cost-Utilit.X. __ ~:salysi!!• --Long range goals and objec-
t1VcJS a1'0 fulfilled by "utility" cr:i.teria involving 
the returns to society. This a:r•ea 1vould include 
data of a quantitative (cuch as life-time earnings 
or life--time crime r•ates) and qualitative data 
(such as meeting society's needs for leism•e activ-
i-ties). The utility coneept ·;,rould be o:f value to 
the social scientist and the economist.3 
According to Lovell, cost-benefit analysis should be 
applied when the alternative output can be quantified mone-
tarily and cost-effectiveness when the outputs cannot be 
eas:Uy quantified in dollar' units. This basic distinction 
seems to indicate that cost-effectiveness has more potential 
1 Richard IL P. Kraf't, .9.?.3_t-~f!_~~~~-J.!-z:..al.Eis of _Vo-
catio:n_a1-Techni(J_f~ .. L_Educatj...£.12.J'l'O.f£:..':-.El'!.• for ·cne Department of' 
Educational Administration, Educational Systems and Planning 
Center, 'l'he Flor:tda State University ('J:allahassee, Flo:r·:ida: 
Department of Education, 1969), p. 111.2. 
2]:-~i£. 
3cary, "Development of a Cost··Eff'ect:tveness i'1odel, 11 
PP. tr2-IJ.3. 
for evaluating instructional progra1ns than cost-benefit an-
alys:i.s • 1 
An evaluator using cost-benefit analysis must decide 
what benefits to include and how they should be valued. 
Dorfman states that the real issue is whether or not one 
can estimate the social value of benefits accurately enough 
to justify the effort involved. 2 Unfortunately, the social 
value or -the monetary pro .... 
grams still cannot be determined. 
Cos t-effee ti veness S'Gudies assess much more specific 
activities within an edueat:i.onal fre.llle'VIork than do cost-
benefit studies. According to the Educational Improvement 
Center•: 
Gost-e.ffectiveness :l.s used to eompare tHo or more 
E:J2.proaches to the SS.l~<::~J.. To Conduct: a COS"G-
effec,"tiveness compa:r:tson, the un:tts of ef.':fect must 
be the same • • • • .economies also allows us to com-
pare the-eGonomlc desirability of programs Nith clif-
f;;ye,nt ES_J-~~s, thro~gh cost-benefit analysis. In--
coS"'E-benefiT, all -che different units of' effect mur>'!< 
be converted to the sarae units of value or util:l ty • ..? 
Kershaw and HcKean see eost-effeetiveness analysis as 
an orderly method of assisting dec:Lsion-:malwrs to select a 
-------
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1 Ned B. Lovell, "Cost-Effectiveness :Evaluation of In-
Stl'Uetlonal Progx,ams: A Developmental Des:q!,n (K-12)" (un-
published Ph.D, dissert:at::lons, The Florlda State Univ0rs:i.ty, 
197.1), p. 10, 
2Robort Dor·f'man, od,, Ne~'lur:L~e; Benef'_:i.t_~..,?_:L.9:.~z.~x:nmJnt 
Inves tmonts (Vrashi:ngton, D. G. : The B:r·ooldngs Ins ti.tutlo.n, 
St~ldie~-~fGovex'nment Finance, 1965), p. 8. 
3"cost-Benef:i.t Analysis.," Edueat:ional Improvement Cen-
ter-South Jersey Region, p. 3. 
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preferred course of action from a set of alternatives.l 
They believe the. purposes of this analysis are: (1) to dis-
cover new alternatives, (2) to improve on the existing al-
ternatives, (3) to provide a means for incremental costs 
considerations, and (4) a rational alternative to the use of 
expert opinion, committee decision, or pure intuition in 
choosing instructional strategies.2 
The term cost-utility.ana~sis 
some viri tel'S, The basic differences between this term, cost-
benefit and cost-effectiveness are usually matters of degree, 
context, emphasis, and personal preference,3 
From the preceeding dis·t;inctions made between the three 
terms, it seems that cost-effectiveness will be generally 
more useful to educational decision-making than cost-benefit 
Ol' cost-utility, vJith this in mind, the design applied to 
this study was categorized as cost-effectiveness analysis. 
The study was concerned ·Hith: (1) specific activities with-
in an institution, (2) a comparison of tv10 or more approaches 
to the same goal, (3) measuring of an the alternatives by 
the same units of effect, and (4) the analysis of alterna-
tive outputs that cannot be easily quantified in dollar 
. t" 4 UUl oo 
lJ .A. KershalrJ, and R.N. }!cKean, System Analysis and 
Education, Memorandum RN-2473-FF (Santa l'ltonica, lf"Jif·orma: 
TEe ){AND-Corp., 1959), p. 2, 
2Ibid. 
3Kraft, Vocational-Techn:l.cal Educati.<:m Progrruns, p. 8, 





Development ot Cos-t-Efi'ectiveness · · . - ,_.. 
Analysis Concepts .· · 
A Congressional Subcommittee on Government Operations 
states that the concept of cost-effectiveness analysis is a 
very old discipline for: 
Long-range planning, budgeting, and seeking the least 
costly ·Hay to achieve objectives all date back to the 
days Hhen man f'irst began to think ahead and realize 
that his resources v1erE1 ix1sufficient to permit him to 
do everything he -.ranted to do,l 
Basically, cost-effectiveness analysis is nothing more than 
engineering economics and has been a concer·n frora the very 
beginning of the engineering arts, according to Feldstein. 2 
He further states that the roots of cost-effectiveness can 
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be tl•aced bacJ• to the seventeenth century, but :i.t apparently 
was given its initial :impetus as a formal economic discipline 
by \·!ellington, in his treatise in 1887.3 
Fish of Stanford, in 1923, Has probably the first to 
Hrite a book devoted exclusively to the concept of engineer-
ing economy,~- During the 1930ls and early 1940ts, Grant 
lu.s. Congress, Senate, Committee on Govermnent Opera-
tions, Subco:rmni ttee on National Security and International 
Operations, Plamling-.Pr_o.f£.~'11inG-Budr.;e,!lt_l_9, In:i. tial Hemoran-
dura, 9lst Gong,, lst""""Sess. \T9 7), \TJasl1lngton, D.C.: GPO), 
p. 2. 
2:Hartin s. Feldstein, uEconomic Analr,sis, Operational 
Research, and the j\Tational Health Service, 1 Oxford Economic 
Paners, Jill (Narch, 1963), 19-31. ·------···-
3A.N, \-!ellington, The Ec~mi~ ~_?l'Y of R~il1::';:.¥ •. ~~?~­
tion (Ne-vr York: Hiley, I'S'S(T, qUO'EeCf J.n J. 1"10rley .t.nglwn, 
~Cost-effectiveness: The Economic Evaluation of E.'ngi-
neereCSys'f"ems-O~eH York: "JoTmvT:tTiiy & Sons, Inc .~--:Ff68"), 
p. 2. . 
Hill, 
L~J .c.L. Fj_sh, ~klr:;inee1•ing E_.::onomic?._ (~~ew York: NcG:r•a-vl-
1923), quoted J..n "ITnglJ.Sh, Cost-1\:tfe_;j;lveness, p. 2. 
brought about an awareness of the need for• economic evalua~ 
tion of engineering projects.l His worlc led to the accep-
tance by the business world of so:rne of the approaches to 
economic evaluation employed by engineers. 
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At about the sa:rne ti:rne, Agg introduced cost-benefit 
analysis into evaluation of public works,2 This concept fo-
cused attention on evaluating the projects individually, 
rather than comparing alternatives for accomplishing a given 
objective. ~'he :major change in this approach was the com-
parison o1' the bene1':L t s trearn converted into dollar values 
with the equ:i.valent dollar cost strea:rn,3 
Following lvorld vJar II, opeJ~ation researchers provided 
a greatly e:J.'}Jacded vieHpoint o1' economic evaluation in gov-
ernment, Governmental agencies began evaluating projects 
where·costs Here easily ascertained and outputs easily 
priced, Projects dealing with irrigation, water supply, 
lumber operations, and electric po••er were some of those 
1'irst evaluated. Furthermore, the cost implications of al-
ternative methods to achieve a given result were being con-
sider·ed by the engineers, vlater resources and transporta-
tion studies provlded the greatest impact of both concepts 
and assisted experts in the application of econo:rn:i.c analysis 
1E,L, Grant, Princ_te~~s of Ene;ineer:i.ng ~..?.~ (New 
York: Ronald, 1930), quoted in English, Cost-Effectivene.ss, 
p. 2. 
2English, Cost-Effectiveness, p, 2, 
3Ibid. 
to policy questions,l For example, McKean2 and Eckstein3 
published books in 1958 evaluating cost-benefit analysis 
as employed by federal water resource agencies. 
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Greater impetus was given to the gro1ving interest in 
cost-effectiveness analysis during the early 1960's by Robert 
McNamara, Secretary of Defense, and by Charles Hitch, Assis-
tant Secretary of Defense. The application of this analysis 
VIas especiall-y i...'l'!Jpo:r,tant in defense-oriented resea1~ch and ln 
defense contracting. This usage has led to the application 
of' cost--benefit a.nd cost-effectiveness studies in a large 
variety of governmental agencies and pr·ograms. 4 
One of the earliest studies in American education rel-
ative to costs and outputs was the Cooke study of 1910, 
Cooks studied in-depth the business practices of eight col-
leges and universities and :r•eco111tllended: (1) that the prin-
ciples of management should be adopted by college of'f'icials, 
(2) that college procedures be standardized, (3) that offi-
cials seek to increase the utilization of personnel, gl"ants, 
and grounds, and use them in an efficient manner, and (!+) 
that colleges and universities increase cooperation and co-
~ 
Ol'dination beh;een thernsel ves. ;:J 
lLovell, "Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation," p. 31., .• 
2noland N~ HciCea.n, Efficiency in GovernmE;nt Thro£g_~ 
~_:te!E.'!.._A:r.01;7sis (New Yor:r: c!obn vhTey & Sons;-rnc.-:-;-:u.i58). 
3otto Eckstein, l'fa te;r:.., ResouE_~e DavelSP.ment (Cambridge, 
Hassachusettes: Ha:rvarci~J:"ni'V.""Tres~). 
)_~Lovell, "Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation, 11 p, 35. 
511orris Lle1irellyn Cooke, Academic and Industr•ial Effi-
ciency, Report to the Car.neo;io POunda"1T.OU'I'Or ·me Aiivillici).:"·-
ment t:i:' ~:a aching, Bulletin No. 5 (Ne•v YOl'k City. 1910). 
Currently, the expanding pressures of educational ac-
countability, along Hith higher over-all costs, have empha-
sized the need for expanded use of analysis techniques. 
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Burkhead agrees Hith this and has enumerated some of the rea-
sons for the higher cost of education. These are: 
1. A long-run trend to devote more of the nation's re-
sources to education; 
2~ Increasj.ng nn:mber o.f school-age childre.n; 
3, Longer periods of school attendance fo;~ most 
students; 
4. Larger por•tion of' population novr attending post-
secondary institutions; 
5. Gronth of graduate and professional schools; 
6, Expansion of in-service a.ud adult education; 
7, Compensatory educatio.n,l 
Hagen believes that economic analysis can be modified 
a:t'Jd thus be applicable to educational practice. He states: 
Obviously expenditure choices in industry can bro1 
measm•ed much more p:C'ecisely by dollar return-on-
investment amtlysis than in goverr;me.nt. For ex-
Blnple, the Department of' Defense program,, though 
quite complex , , • is less complex than those of 
school systems. The latter, in addition to hav-
ing complex, varied programs, must account for, 
segl'egate, and distribute theil• multiple tax in·-
comes s .. nd suppo:t•"ting programs according to local 
tax, county support, state aid, and federal grants. 
However, theJ basic objecthre of measm•:i.ng expendi-
tur•e util:l ty is fundamentally the same in each 
1 
Jesse Burkhead, .:fnl2..'l.."t~..§- Output in I:,a:rg~.:::Cit_LB:iJQl; 
Schoo}E. (Syracuse, HeN York: Syracuse University Pl•ess, 






1-!ith increasing demands, educational ins·titutions at 
all levels are being forced to achieve educational objectives 
and to administer their resources in the most efficient man-
ne:r possible, To meet these .needs, educators a:re turning, 
for the first time, to the practices, tools, and theories of 
scientific management •rhich have been used primarily in in-
dustry and government,2 
While many of the specific objectives and activities 
of education, industry, and government are dissLmilar, they 
do have many basic similarities. For this reason educational 
planners and economists allege that economic analysis can 
aid educational decision-making and resource allocation, 
just as it successfully aided goirer·.nroental, industrial, and 
military managers. 3 
Relat1onshi to Plannin .Programmi~, 
Budgeting Systems PPBS) . 
Accountability for performance has become a major con-
cern of educators. Planning, Progr·amming, Budgeting Systems 
(PPBS) and resultant cost-effectiveness analysis has been one 
lJ. \•1. Hagen, "A Three Dimensional Program Budget Format 
for PubJ.ic SchooJ.s 11 . (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Uni-
versity of Cali.fornia at Los Angeles, 1968), pp. 70-71. 
2John E. SeJanson, et. al., F'inancial Analysis of Cur-
rent Opor~~iop of con~r;esallif-uniVerSIITeslArm ArborT __ _ 
Hichigan Institute or Public Administration, University of 
Michigan,.l966), p. 4. . 





of the major foci of this accountability thrust,l 
PPBS received its principal impetus from the Depart-
rnent of Defense studies conducted under Secretary McNamara, 
This approach attacks the resource allocation dilemma th.-r.ough 
system's accounting-fiscal procedures. It is an attempt to 
integrate planning (establishing objectives and policies), 
pJ~ograrnrning (method(s) to accomplish the objectives), and 
budgeting (specifying allocations of resources in a given 
time :i.:nterval). 2 
Hartley states that PPBS is intended to provide the 
kinds of information and data analysis which give aorninis-
? 
trators a mm•e complete basis for rational choice,..> He fur-
ther states that this system is designed to foster economic 
efficiency and offers advantages ove1• traditional practices, 
It provides~ (1) progl'sm-oriented data, ( 2) analysis of 
feasible alternative p1•ogra'1JS and objectives, (3) long--range 
planning and evaluative criteria, (4) imp1•oved utilization 
of teache1• competency, (!)) structural flexibility and total 
lJohn P. Hoo.n, "A Learning Effectiveness, Time Effi-
ciency, and PPBS Cost-Effectiveness Investigation of a Hedia 
Modes Paradigm for the Independent Learning Environment" (un-
published doctoral dissertation, University of Southern Cal-
ifornia, 1971), p. 32. . 
2sanford Temk:1.n, A Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation An-
:e_~ach ~_o Im12,roving" ~.?,·ourceli)~f!..,:[f;;.t?s "for S_cM_~;f Syfil~~:::_ 
(a publi.shed clisser·tatJ.on in BusJ.ness ana: Applied Econorrnes, 
University of Pennsylvania, 1969; Research for Better Sehools, 
Ine., 1970). 
3narry J. Hartley, "PPBS-CUl'rent Resear·eh and Progl'ara-
matie Implieations for Collective Negotiations, 11 (paper pre-
sented to the 1968 annual meeting of the Ame:dcan Edueat:i.onal 
Research Association, Chicago, Illinois, February 8, 1968), 
p. 1. 
group planning, and (6) reporting of school programs in the 
school budget docume:llt. 1 
Temkin believes that in addition to the specification 
of goals, programs, and program objectives, an accounting 
system l"lhich can relate costs to program activities is es-
sential. 2 School districts must depart from the l:i.ne -·item 
accounting system so prevalent today, and also include ac-
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crual procedures to tio expenditures to t:L.11e in a more x·eal-
istlc manner,3 
~1oon notes from his research of planning and budgeting 
procedures that most school budgets are 5.:nput rather than 
output or•iented, Lf He points out that th5.s has led to line-
item structured budgets Hhich are 1•ather dramatically op-
posed to PPBS procedural character:tst:i.cs. The traditional 
budget provides, at best, only a fr.•agmented view of the 
school program and its various subprograms,5 
Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis have been 
popularized as analytical tools used by program planners in 
the PPBS process. Such analysis is used p1•imarily to compare 
benefits (output) 1-rith the costs (resom•ces or 5.nputs) in Ol'-
der to evaluate and possibly generate alter•nat:tve courses of 
2Temkin, "A Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation App1•oach, 11 
pp. 2-3. 
3Ibid, 
4M 11I t·' t. f '" d. M d p d. II • ?5' 10on, _ nves :Lga :Lon o a de Hl. .o es ara :Lg:m, p, -' • 
5Ibid, 
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t . 1 ac J.o.n, 
According to Mushld.n, cost-effectiveness is au inte-
gral part of PPBS tbeory. 2 nThe basic notion underlying the 
core of the PPB System is analysis of the relative cost and 
the relative effect:i.veness of p1•ogram options. n3 Program 
budgeting is suggested as a vehicle for cost-effectiveness, 
for it provides basic and necessary info1~ation in a manner 
that vrill i'acilitate the consideration of alternatives. 
Padro believes that even though cost-effectiveness is 
the objective behind the iraplementation of PPBS, it is the 
least developed conJponent,h Educational plannex•s have es-
tablished program budgets, oJritte.n praise->-mrthy objectives, 
developed long-range plarmi:ng, and implemented highly-
sophisticated computer:i.zed fiscal systems, Therefore, ·while 
many of the PPBS preliminaries have been achieved, the major 
task, cost-effectiveness, remains,5 
~ Ftmcti_?..:.l:!-_ _?f £9st i~ost-Effectiveness Analysis_ 
In cost-effectiveness analysj_s the decision-maker must 
have criteria for assessing tho desirability of an alterna-
tive, Generally, the maximization of the Pl'esont value of 
lLovoll, "Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation, 11 p, 32. 
2Selma Hushldn. Proceedings, Southwest Florl.da Con-
fe~:;;.~~-Pr,ogram-:Plal}U~;:]2;_-BUdE;_~~ Sys tom l1;Uar:fci"'ETi3l:ounty, 
Flonda: -harch "12-J]i:, 1969!, p, 2. 
31bid. 
l+susan Padro, "Computer Simulation for Allocating Edu-
cational Resources Based o.n Student Activity Hodules" (un-
published doctoral disser•tation, The Florida State Univer-· 




all benefits, less that of all costs, is a suitable criteri-
on, according to Cary,l 
Hebster states, cost is 11 the amount paid or given for 
anything ••• hence whatever, as labor, self denlal • , , 
etc,, is requisite to secure a benefit, 11 2 The important 
point is that cost is one element of value (or benefit) 
foregone in order to secure a greater benefit,3 
E'nthove:n emphasizes the point that cost includes money, 
performance, time, consumption of scarce resources, and the 
use of available human skills. 
Economics is the science of the allocation of lirn-
ited resources; the study of both how our economic 
system actually allocates limited resources and ho1-1 
it might be done more efficiently. Thus, economics 
is not really concerned just with mox1ey. It is 
concerned 1vith limited l'esources o.f' all kinds. 
Economists give particular· attention to money simply 
because 5:1:; is t.he common denominator our soeiety 
4 used to measure the relative value of material things. 
NcCullough identifies t·Ho different methods in using 
cost estimates for selecting alternatives; the fixed budget 
approach and the specified-effectiveness approach.5 In a 
fixed budget approach the criterion for choices is maxi..rnum 
----~----
leary, ttnevelopment of a Cost-Effectiveness Nodel,n 
p. L~5, 
2vJebsterls Seventh Nevi Co11ee;iate Dictionary (7th ed, 
1965). - - - - . .......>:.. 
3Eng1ish, Cost-Effectiveness, p. 4. 
)_~R.S, NcNa.._rnara, C.I. Ritch, and A. Enthoven, A Hodern 
J2~J:g}l__for Defense Decision (Hashington, D.C.: Industrial 
Tio'JTege ol.' the Armed I•'orce's, 1966). 
5J .D. }!cCullough, "Estimating Systems Cost, 11 in T.A. 
Goldman, ed., Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (Ne•; York: 
Praeger, 1967)~ 
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eff.'ec ti veness, This entails the examining of' diff.'erent vmys 
of' attaining objectives within a specified budget amount, 
The decision-maker is searching :for the raaximum level of ef-
fectiveness f.'or a fixed level o:f financial support,l 
Cost is the criterion of' choice in the specified-
effectiveness approach. A predetermined level of effective-
ness is chosen after which the alternatives that require 
- - 0 the smallest quantity o:r resources are examined,"-
The costs used for analysis in a cost-effectiveness 
study should be direct measurable societal costs, according 
to Forbes,3 Heasurable societal costs are classified as 
either direct or indirect, Direct costs are those items 
which are listed in the school system's budget as incurred 
by providing educational opportunities. Included under this 
category would be such :items as salaries, supplies, textbooks, 
builai.:ng construction and maintenance, repairs, utili ties, 
and employee benefits)!-
Forbes states that indirect costs are those expenses 
that do not appear on budget requests, but are consider'ed to 
be related to the operation of the school system. These 
costs may be rele·vant for cost-benefit analysis, but need 
not be considered in cost-effectiveness analysis,.5 
lrbj.d, 
2Ibid, 





The directly measurable societal costs suggested for 
analysis in a cost-effectiveness study may be classified as 
either capital or operating costs. Capital costs are defined 
as those expenditures related to the developmental planning 
and implementat:i.on of educational programs. 'l'his cost cate-
gory includes: initial program planning, construction, ren-
ovation, aquisition of non-expendable materials and equip-
:ment, -or-ientation pr-ogr&."'US and other training, and a:ny adO.i= 
tional costs related to the planning and implementation 
phase of the prog1•am.l 
Operating costs are those items associated with the 
ope:r•at:i.on of a program. Included in this cost category are 
salaries, supplies, utilities, employee benefits, debt ser-
vice, custodial services, and any other costs d:i.rectly re-
lated to program operation.2 
Kraft has concluded from his studies of educational 
cost-effectiveness analysis that :most analysis of this type 
has concentrated upon quantitative criteria and e.:n emphasis 
on cost data has resulted. 11eaningful measures of other pro·-
grarn aspects are in dire need of developraent. 3 
Carpenter and Haggart agree and warn against ·chis fas-
cination •'lith numbers: 
A.nalysis does not necessarily mean nmuber juggling. 
--·--------
lForbes, 11A Technique fo1• Analyzing the Costs, 11 pp. 38-
39. 
3Kraft, Vocational-Techn:i.cal Education Progra_rns, p, 28. 
A great deal can be gained f:r•om just a systematic 
approach to defining the problem and seeking pos-
sible solutions, Numbers, of course, do help. We 
all kno\v that. vle also lmow that some numbers are 
better than other numbers. The trick is to knov< 
as Hell as possible the meaning of the numbers: 
\•!hat do they tell you? vlhex•e do they come from? 
On what are they based? The point that should be 
emphasized is that numbers alone do not make a 
better analysis; the important fact is the context 
in vrhlch they are used and ho-.r they are used, The 
process of trying to make" explicit some of the 
qualitative considerations inherent in defining 
the problem and in seeking possible solutions pl'ob-
<>h]'r (">f"\"n"l--»-'i'h,,+~e~ .,..,r,.-v:.o .J-,..... """ol,.-t .... ,,.... ..., t--,..4-.f-,.. ...... .-. ...... roo., ....... ~ ... _ 1 
~ .. ....,.~ . .; ._,...,.~-,.v.~_,_.._,~.,...,'-''·' .0.1~-v..I.V vv ,I.!J=.n,-l..~JQ CA. I.IOVVCJ.1." Cl..l.1Gl...J.J0.!..l:.i, 
The Fnnct:ton of Effectiveness in Cost-
. ];\ffectiveness AnaY~'"s""J~ 
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Effectiveness, in contrast to cost, connotes the bene-
fits or desirable effects gained by the incurring of a cost, 
Thel'efore, costs are ahmys trade-offs for anticipated higher 
benefits. Effectiveness also implies some evaluatlon of per-
formance or degree of output of' the benefit-producing sys-
tem. 2 
Carpenter and Haggart see the determination of ei'fec-
tiveness of an alternative as an important aspect of the an·· 
alytical process,3 Effectiveness, they feel, is actually a 
set of measures Ol' indica tors describing the learning brought 
about by a progra1u. In this way He can tell vrhat to expect 
from each alternative. 
---------
1 M.B. Carpenter, and S.A. Haggart, Analysis of Educa-
tional Pro_~x:amf! Wj0!_~-~ P:ro?ram B~~izste!f!. Nemora:n-
dum P-1~195 lSa:nfa Ho:ruca, Cal:t.fo:mia: I'he RAND CoJ'p., 1969) 
p. 5. 
2English, Cost-Effectiveness, p. 4-· 





Before the cost-effectiveness of alternatlves can be 
assessed, the problems of defining and measuring the effec-
tive:ness of instrt1ctional programs must be considered. The 
specification of instruments to measure the degree of attain-
ment of program goals, validly and reliably, is often a basic 
problem, Too often the instruments are difficult to obtain 
or develop, and even if one is available, extreme care must 
be exercised to see they are adJ:ninistered in a consistent 
fashion and that the scoring mode is appropl:'iate for the pl'O" 
1 gra.m goals • 
Quade feels that the measures of effectiveness in edu-
cational cost-effectiveness analysis are, at best, only ap-
proxiraations. 2 Furthermore, the degree of conf:i.dence in the 
accuracy of effectiveness estimates is lower tha.n it is •v-ith 
cost estimates, V!ith this in mind and the fact that the 
learning process is so complex and contains many intangibles, 
a full set of measures and indicators must be obtained from 
~h 1 ° f ff L• 3 v e ana_ysls o e ecvlVeness, 
Carpenter and Haggart advocate the use of multiple 
measur•es and indicators. They assert: 
If it is accepted that a single m.uuber for the dollar 
cost of a pl'ogram conceals most of the information 
.needed for decision-making, it should be even clearer 
that no single measure of program effectiveness Hill 
2l~.s. Quade, Some comments on cost-effectiveness. A 
paneJ. p1•ese.ntation on "Cost-Effectiveness" at the Fourth U.S. 
Arxny OpeJ~a"bions Research Symposium, Rels"bo.ns A1•senal, Hu.nts·-
vi11e, Alabama., 31 Harch 1 96.5. (Santa Honica, CalHor:nia: 
1he RAND Corp., 196.5) p, 12, 
3rbid. 
tell the whole story about the wort;h of the program 
because any program promotes seve~dl different kinds 
of chane;e in the student. Because these changes are 
different in kind, no unit exists by means of which 
the changes attributable to a particular pJ:ogram can 
be made corumensurate. Thus, the effectiveness of a 
program can only be presented as a set of measures 
and indica tors. In 01•der to choose among al terna-
tive programs, the planner must then judge the rela-
tive importance of the various aspects of program 
effectiveness as they apply to particular schools. 1 
Analysis must be structured, yet the1•e must be great 
latitude allow'Jd ·in the types of measurement instruments 
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used and the modes :for supporting data, It may often become 
necessary to develop new methods of qualitative measurement 
before one can assess the effectiveness of innovative in-
structional programs, 2 
Several guidelines for evaluating effectiveness have 
been developed· by the State of Hmvaiil s Depar·trnent of Educa-
tion and should be carefully examined by any educator contern-
plating cost-effectiveness evaluation, 
1. Qualitative evaluation should be made at the program 
rather than the activity level since it is the sue-
cess of the program vJhich the analyst desires to 
evaluate. 
2. Qualitative evaluation of program effectiveness 
should abvays be closely related to the reasons for 
which a p;pogram exists. 
J, l'To single qualitative measure should be relied on to 
lcarpente1• and Haggart, "Cost-Effectiveness Analysis, 11 
p. 29. 
, . . :nawa~i, _!?u.~get Gui;.le <.Honol:ll~): Office of Bus~ne~:s 
Aam:m~.,t;ratwn, DoparEmen~ of Educat~on, 1966), pp. 35·-36. 
the exclusion of othe1• measures. 
4, Sufficient time should be allm-red after program 
actions are taken to obtain results. 
5. The ansHer ·[;o a particular question does not indi-
cate what cou:r•se of action (e.g., increasing the 
appropriation) should be taken with respect to a 
prograra.l 
indispensable to all 
analysis, especially those cases that conts.in too many in-
tangibles, lack .necessary planning factors, or cannot be rep-
resented by mathematical equations because of poor interre-
latio.nships. Quade believes that one of the real virtues of 
cost-effectiveness analysis is that it provides a framework 
for a more systematic and direct use of expert jucl.geme.nt,2 
The .necessity for caution in carrying-out cost-effec-
tiveness evaluations is h:tgb1ighted by the fact that the 
uorth of an evaluation has been found to be closely corre-
lated with the expe:r•ie.nce, ingenuity, and insight of the an-
alyst in avoidine potential pitfalls 1-1h:i.ch could negate o:t• 
bias his conclusions. An auareness of' these limitations by 
the analyst vi:i.ll imp1•ove the validity and vJort.h of' his cost-
2E, S, Quade, "Cos t-Effective.ness: Some T1•ends :tn Anal-
ysis, 11 :tn ,J. f.Iorley English, eel.,, Coat·-Effect:tveness: The 
Economic !~valuation of }Jng:t neered Sys te.tiill'-Tr:YE*r Yo.rk: John 





The educational process contains some unique charac-
teristics which tend to make educat:l.onal analysis more dif-
ficult than many of the problems encountered by the military 
and business worlds, 
l, 'rho long gestation period of education outputs and 
the length of the necessar:i.ly sequential learning 
processes., 
2. Our lirni ted knm,ledgo of the learning process vrhich 
might hamper attempts to attl'ibute a particuJ.ar re-
sult to the actual activity which produced H. 
3, The mutiplic:i.ty of objectives in education whlch 
complicates the task o:f assigning a particular ac-
tivity to the :final educational pur-pose which it 
SOl'VOS, 
4. Tho difficulty of factoring out the effects of non-
school eJ.-per•iences on the process and product of 
loarn:lng. 2 
Quade states that every s;ystems analysls has its limi-
tations Ol' defects,3 Each analysis of choice falls short of 
lA.D. Kaza.noHski, "Cost-Effectiveness Fallacies and 
His conceptions Revisited, 11 in J, 11orley English, ed., Cost-
Effectiv"Emess: The Economic Evaluation of ~neored SysT-ems 
(NoH York: Jo.nu \viJ.ey 6: "-'o.ns, Tnc:-;1:96Cl), vitapter· 8, p. I64. 
2selma J. Hushkin and ,Ta.mes R. Cleveland, nPlanni.ng for 
Educational Development in Pla.nnirJg-Progra:rrillling-·J;ludgeting Sys-
t "··I'·"- ' · Sh JF'"- • Th c·t ''" em, 1n .n c<lr".elJeno.eJ?.2~ 11~ c .c:,o.. 1na"'?c:". . . e . 1 ][_, ~ne 
State~'81·1ation,---proceodi~J."tn NatlC>lru Conference of 
SC!i.ooJ . .~;·:cna.nco -(1Jallas, 1'exas: NEA Chmni ttee on Educational 
Finance, 1968), p. 90. 
3J;;,s. Quade "Introduction and Ovorv:i.e;r, 11 in Thomas A. 
Gol:Jw;.n, od. ~ _9osJ··J';ff.ec'~ivonoss Analysis: No}J JS2PX:.?_f!-che~in 
~_s_;L~al~tlli\lfCH·l York: l'rac;01', rc;~p. ~r. 
scientific research because its objective is primarily to 
recommend policy, not to understand or predict, He empha-
sizes: (1) that analysis can never treat all the relevant 
considerations, even if there were no limitations on time 
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and money, (2) the measures of effectiveness are inevitably 
approxi:mate because of vague1y defined objectives, and (3) 
methods to adequately predict future possibilities are lack-
:--------~i~ng,~l~-----------------------------------------------------
Oneof the more formidable problems of cost-effective-
ness analysis, according to Kazanotvski, involves the effec-
tiveness criteria selection. 2 As one narrmm the scope of 
the problem, the number of significant cri tel'ia is also re-
duced, He believes it is virtually impossible to reduce the 
tote.l evaluation to a sole criterion vlhich is to be used as 
the basis for· the evaluation. 
Kazanowski also refutes those 1-1ho would describe cost-
effectiveness as a technique for selecting the one alterna-
tive Hhich yields the maximum effectiveness at minimum cost,3. 
In reality, such an alternative does not exist, for the max-
imum is infinitely large and the minirnv.rn cost must be zero. 
Hitch and r-1cKean state, "Seek the policy 'Hhi.ch h.'l.S that out-
corae, and you will not find it. nL~ 
2Kazanov;ski, "Cos t-Ef:fectiveness Fa1lacies, 11 p. 1.52. 
3Ibid1 p. 160~ 
4c.J. IUtch and R.H. McKean, The Econom:i.cs of Def'enso 
in the Nuclear Ag_e ( Cambrio.ge, Hassachuse-ETiii-:s::-ti'a:Pva:r•d 
'On:Lv77ress, 1:9'b.'l!, p, 12.5. 
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Hartley identii'ied nine limitations o:f systems analy-
sis as it applies to educational programs and related activ-
ities,1 Included in this group are: (1) intangibility oi' 
educational goals, ( 2) undermanagerne.nt of schools i'or rigor-
ous analysis, ( 3) high turnover rate oi' superintendents, (Lf) 
shortcomings oi' analysis dealing with attitudinal issues, 
(5) prohibitive cost of stai'i' involvement, (6) adversarial 
vation by educators, (8) teacher inei'fectiveness, and (9) 
intrinsic ambivalence in technology.2 
Giroux argues that educational instructional systems 
are ill-suited to the classical application oi' cost-
ei'i'ective.ness. He says: 
The operational structure of' an educational system, 
however, is necessarily ill-suited to a classical 
application oi' cost-ei'fectiveness design, The ap-
plication of a cost-effectiveness tool pre-supposes 
control over the operation of a program. As has 
usually been the case, control, such as dei'ined in 
a classical control/experimental research design, 
is seldom evident in school operations. 
In most school situations, ho1mver, such control is 
not present. Students are subject to innovati.ve 
pl'actices on the basis of need Hithout concern i'or 
research findings, thus eliminating the selection of 
a control group (e. g., all uncJ.erprivilE1ged child:ren 
>-rill benefit from a federal project). Teacher's 
assignments are often made on the basis of sched-
uling needs, .not on the desire to test a hypoth-· 
es is. Control of inputs (books, supplies, etc,) 
ar•e often dependent on an operation outside of the 
school setting, such as a central administrative 
ln.J. Hartley, "Planning and Politics," Th.e School 
Admini_Etratol', (April, 1971), 8-9. 
office, 1 
Because of the many uncontrolled variables present·i.n 
any instructional situation, the responsible evaluator must 
be hesitant to generalize from findings, Therefore, in-
structional cost-effectiveness designs and models should 
not assume that a tightly controlled situation exists,2 
Hartley is still optimistic about the use of cost-
tions, fallacies, and misuses of analytical procedures. He 
affirms: 
It is difficult to find raul t VIi th the sys terns vietv-
point of modern planners, who agree in Pl'i.nciple 
that it is preferable to examine problems or data in 
a tv hole context. Thel'e are exciting opportu.ni ties, 
accompanied by risks and dange2'S, in the application 
of modern decisional technologies to education. The 
nevi systems analysis mode of thinking is already ex-
erting influence on political structure and style, 
l'PBS-type argurnents and justifications are being 
Hidely used by the neH breed of 11 techn5.pols" in po-
litical debates about education, These leade:r·s em-
ploy rational argumentation to enhance theil' intui-
tive judgements • .:> 
If the misuse of analysis in education is to be pre-
vented, caution must be exerted in dealing Hith the unique 
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charactel'istics of education. In summary, the wor·ds of Mush-
ldn, "Education is probably one of the most complicated out-
puts in the ••hole of the battery of things that society p:ro-
vides," should be remembered)~ 
-----· -----
lRoger Giroux, et. al., Cost-Effectiveness Stud;y: (Divi-
sion of Plan.nl.ng and Long-Range Development, hihvaul(e·e Public 
Schools, J.!il>mukee, \·lisco.nsin, 1971), p, 4. 
2Lovell, "Cost-Effectiveness Evalua·!;io.n, 11 p, 64. 
3ii:al'tley, 11PJ.anning and Politics, 11 p, 10; 
Li·Mushldn, "Planning for Educa tio.nal Development, 11 p. 6. 
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Cost-Effectiveness An_aly:sis in Education 
Cost-effectiveness analysis is suitable for decision-
making where the outputs of the system are not priced at the 
market while the inputs are subject to market pricing. 
Clearly, many decisions in education fall into this realm.l 
Schools, like other productive enterprises, have three 
gem1ral properties Hhich, taken together, define a "produc-
as the output of the process; second, there are students 1 
teachers, ad.'llinistrators, buildings, supplies, and other ma-
terials and personnel which provide inputs into the educa-
t:tonal Pl'ocess; and thii'd, there exist various techniques of 
combining the inputs to produce the aforementioned educa-
tional objectives. 2 
Forbes states that activ:i.ties designed to achieve posi-
tive reactions and cooperative participation by staff n1embers 
should be included in all plans for implementing a cost-
effectiveness study. 3 The anxieties of school p<:>rsonnel, 
who see cost-effectiveness as a thveat to their positions, 
should be alleviated when the analytical procedures are pro-
s.anted as an aid for more realistic decision-making, Also, 
the value of this analysis as a planning tool murlt be made 
clear. Above all, staff members that are expected to partie-
lQus.do, 11Introduc tion and Overv:i.eT,r • 11 p. 8. 
2Hem'y M: JJev:i.n, Cost-Effectiveness. Evaluation of In-
~Ct1..£c~~chnolosx: ~roblems (1la:snington D.C.: 
Academy for Educational Dovelopme~Inc., 1970), pp, 3-4. 
3Forbes, "A Technique fop Analyzing the Costs," p. 93. 
ipate in the implementation of the study should be given the 
opportunity to participate in the planning act:l.vitios, 1 
Lovell has pointed out that in an educational setting, 
cos·t-effective.ness analysis can function at varying degrees 
of sophistication. 2 The analysis may vary from the fairly 
simple, which merely assembles existing data in a meanlngful 
way, to the highly technical and mathematical studies, At 
a.nalysls; for the technical, in-depth studies require a 
great deal of time and money, as well as highly trained 
sts.ff. The basic steps w:i.ll be the same regardless of the 
degree of sophistication pursued,3 
Kenezenich Pl'OVides a more tho:r.•ough e:xplanatlon of 
both the less rigorous and the in-depth analysis methods: 
Two levels of analysis can be distinguished by the 
depth, time or rigor spent in pursuing various dimen-
sions. Less rigorous analysis is likely to be, at 
least initially, more prevalent in education, A de-
cision based on analysiEJ of alternatives for the al-
location of resources moves ahead by identifying and 
documenting the following: ~rhe real objectives of 
the program, major• feasible aJ.ternativ·es, best 
available estimate of the total prog1•arn cost :Cor 
each year comlidered for each alternative, major as-
surnptio.mt and uncertainties associated with the al-
tex•na t:i.ves, and impact of proposed progra.rns on gov-
ernment agencies or on private organizations. 
In-depth analysis, ••• goes furthel' and appl'Oaches 
1-1ha t are called cost-benefit or cos t-util:lty studies. 
Some Wl'i tors co.nf:l.ne in-depth analysis to those sit-
uations l,rhere key factors can be quantified and 
mathematical models ci:tn be generated. Significant 
nonquantifiable program elements fJ.l'e not :ignored but 
lrbid. 
2r,ovell, "Cost-Efr'ectiveness Evaluation," p. 58. 
are granted less •·relghting, In-depth analysis of-
ten takes many weeks to effect even in the vJell 
staffed organization, Sufficient lead time must 
be available, The amount of time and money re-
quired suggests that in-depth analysis cannot be 
used indiscriminately. Priorities must be es-
tablished to select those programs with the high-
est likely payoff ,1 
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The current study was intended to more resemble a less 
rigorous analysis and the investigator has sought to identi-
fy and document most of the char•acteristics emphasized by 
Kenezevich, 
Summarv 
The opinions .of 1,)I'iters dealing with cost-effectiveness 
analysis '"ere reviewed in the above section. After the con-
cept was introduced, a background was provided by defining 
the ter<J:us and tracing the development of this analysis in 
general economic theory and in education. 
In cost-effectiveness analysis, the decision-maker 
assesses the desll'ability of an alternative through the Cl'i-
teria of cost and effectiveness, The function of each cri-
terion is described by the vritings of numerous authors. 
The fact that cost-effectiveness analys:i.s is not a 
panacea for all educational budgeting-ills, is brought out 
in a section on 1:\.mitat:l.ons. Regardless of its shortcomings, 
the majority of authors cited feel that this type of analysis 








The sec.ond chapter of· this study has revievJed the re-
lated research and literature in three specific areas: (1) 
individualization of instruction, (2) learning packages, and 
(3) cost-effectiveness analysis, 
The investigator concluded from his :revieH of the lit-
erature and research regarding individualization of i11str_u=-'------
tion, that a correlation does exist between individual dif-· 
ferences s.nd academic achievement. Fur•thermore, a technique 
that prov:i.des for these d:tfferences can enhance the possi.-
bilit:tes that a child Hill prof:tt from mathematics instruc-
tio.n. 
Although fou:r> of the writers have cautioned against 
the use of learning packages in some prog1•mas, the majority 
of authors believe these problems can be overcome, and that 
the learning package concept can bolster the effectiveness 
of any mathematics program. They also stressed that the 
follcndng points must be eonsidered: {1) the nature of the 
package, ( 2) the adequaey of the resou1•ces, and (3) the abH-
ity of the ehild to 1·JOrk independently, l\Tone of the re-
' searchers used cost-ef·fective.ness analysis to compare the 
output of the packae;es with other alternatives. 
l'lriters have almost univel'IJally agreed that it is im-
perative that more effective systems be identified to aid in 
educational decision·-making than the random, intui tio.n-based, 
"seat-of-the-pants 11 app1•oach ·t;hat has been the rule for many 
years, 
Cost-effectiveness a.nalysis has been brought to the 
forefront as a technique for analyzing the costs, effective-
ness, and other related variables of one or more programs, 
program components, or program alternatives. Modern planners 
see it as an exciting opportunity, accompanied by risks and 
possible short-comings, to apply updated decisional technol-
ogy to education, 
lated literature and research that an experimental study, 
using cost-effectiveness analysis to evaluate the lear•ning 
paclmge concept as an alternative to the traditional basic 
mathematics program, >vould make a useful contribution to-
''ard showing the effects of such procedures in education by: 
(1) measuring the input (costs) of each alternative, and (2) 
by evaluating the output (effectiveness) derived from each 
approach, 
The reEJearch design and the procedure used in the pres-
ent study are presented in Chapter 3. 
CHAPTER III 
~'HE DESIGN AJI.TD PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The design and procedure o~ the study, briefly out-
lined in Chapter I, will be presented here in a detailed 
1
~ ...------,format under sections dealing with the following: (J.) the 
setting of the study, (2) identification o~ the population, 
! 
(3) the research design and testing instrument, (4) the ex-
perimental and control group procedures, (5) cost analysis 
procedures, (6) hypotheses, (7) statistical procedures, and 
( 8 ) summary. 
SETTING OF THE STUDY 
The setting for the study was in the Stockton Unified 
School District, Stockton, California, Stockton is the cen-
ter o~ a metropolitan area with a population of over 150,000 
and is located near the geographical center of the state, 
seventy-·~ive miles east of San Francisco, 
This study proposal was initially presented to James 
Shannon, Director of Research, Stqckton Unified School Dj_s-
tricto Aftel' securing the school district's suppol't, the 
Associate Superintendent o~ Business Aolllinistrat:Lon, Gordon 
Chamberlin was contacted to arrange for necessary funding, 
and two junior high school principals were contacted to gain 
approval to conduct the study in their schools, 
To determine the jun:i.Ol' high schools within the d:i.str:i.ct 
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whose students would be included in the study, the investi-
gator considered those which had: (1) some background in 
employing individualized techniques, (2) radically different 
racial compositions, (3) dissimilar median income of resi-
dents in the schools' respective attendance areas, and (4) 
total enrollment variance to possibly include the largest 
and smallest schools. Because an experimental and a control 
tions 1-rere necessary to help provide a broader representa-
tiveness to the study, 
IDENTIFICA'l'ION OF THE POPULATION 
From the student populations of the five junior high 
schools, the investigator deliluited a more specific group to 
participate in the study. Delirniting criteria included: (1) 
schools, (2) population, (3) grade level, and (4) sample se-
lection. 
Selection of Schools 
The investigator chose two schools from the original 
five that most closely met the criteria stated above. 
School A was the district's largest with an enrollment of 
1,803 students. School B ran.."Lced as the smallest >1ith.1,096 
students, 1 
_ropu~ation 
Subjects for this investigation were all the students 
1 "Racial and Ethnic Report, 11 (Stockton, California: 
Stockton Unified School District, October 21, 1972), n.p. 
regularly enrolled in basic or remedial mathematics at the 
eighth grade level in the t'l·m selected junior high schools, 
The schools offered a contrast for they differed markedly 
in socioeconomic and ethnic makeup. 
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School A had an ethnic distribution of 39.7% vrith 
Spanish surname, 30.9% Black, 13.0% Filipino and other minor-
ities, 9.5% lfuite other than Spanish, 6.8% Oriental, and .1% 
r-------tJA..mer1can J.ndlau out oi' a total of'---r,-(J% students, Also o3.lf% 
of the students vrere classified as bei.ng lo·H i.ucome children 
with 42.3% receiving Aid to Families vrith Dependent Childre.n.l 
School B had an ethnic distribution of 9. 9% vri th Span-
ish sur.na..me, 2 .• 7% Black, 3. o% Filipino and other minorities, 
79.5% Vfuite other than Spanish, 4.7% Oriental, and .2% Amer-
ican Indian out of a total enrollment of 1,803, Only 15.1% 
of the students were classified as being lovr inc01ne children, 
Hith 10.1% receiving Aid to Pamilies vrith Dependent Children. 2 
Attendance Areas 
The t;m junior high schools selected <re:re located in 
contrasting areas of the district, School A was situated in 
a relatively low socioeconomic area, vrhile School B was 
largely a high socioeconomic area. They have a combined en-
ro11ment from seventh through ninth grade of 2, 899 ·' vrhich 
represents approximately L~o% of the total district junior 




district junior high schools.l 
Median Inc~ 
Other demographic data concerning the two schools in-
cluded median income of residents living •vithin the schools' 
attendance areas. Median income in School A was ~l7 ,155 per 
year, as compared to $12,909 in School ~.2 
~--------Selecti9n of Q~~e~L~e~v~e~l~--------------------------------------------­
The investigator chose eighth grade as the level of 
students .vho Here to participate in the study. This selec-
tion •ras made because more studen'c;s at this level Here Hork-
ing in basic mathematics than in ninth grade classes, and 
all of the seventh graders at School A Here involved in a 
learning center-math lab approach to mathematics. This con-
cept Hould have been impossible to replice.te at School B 
because of fi:na,ncial limitations. The eight·h grade level 
Has also selected because students at this age; according to 
Piaget and Inhelder, tend to app:t'oach problems rnol"e system-
atically, and less on a random, trial-and·-errol" basis. This 
is an important consideration in an individualized program, 
such as Individual Learning Units, because of the self-
directive nature of the package.3 
lrbi(\. 
2 111970 Census Info:t'lTiation, 11 (St;ocldo11, California: 
Stockton Unified School District, 1970), n,p, 
3Jean P:i.aget and B. Inhelder, The Growth o~ical 
!JE.nld!;~rom Ch:l~dhoo.d to Adolesce:n~[neH Yor.c: "Basic 





In both School A and School B the students vrere pre-
assigned to classes by the school counselors on the basis of 
recommendations by the previous year's instructors, and ac-
cording to the results of a test of achievement, the Co!EJ?re-
hensive Test of Basic Skills, Fo:JO.:lli Q, LeveJ. II:[;, and an ap-
titude test, the Lo:r•ge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, LeveJ. III. 
perimental and control groups in each school; the instructors 
detel:'lllined the treatment each group was to receive. 
The classes were ·scheduled in consecutive periods to 
help rule out many of the factOJ.os associated with time-of-
day differox1ces behmen the groups, such as fatigue, hunger, 
and tardiness. T>vo teachers were selected from those meeting 
the above scheduling requirements. Each instructor -vra.s as-
signed an. experimental and a control group to help nullify 
the teacher-effectiveness variables. Ne:i.ther the teachers, 
nor the students, had 1·JOrked Hith Individual Learning Units 
previously, 
THE RESEARCH DESIGN AND TESTING INSTRUBENT 
One hundred and eighteen eighth grade students Here 
Pl'eassigned to the basic mathematics classes on the basis of 
recommendations by the previous year's instructors, and ac-
cording to test results. The ~rehensive Test of' Basic 
Skills, Hhich measures achievement, and the k£.~'ge-Tho1'ndike 
Intelligence Test, Hhich measures aptitude, were both admin-
isteJ.•ed to the students late in their si:x:th grade yea1' and 
----~---~--
were considered by the counselors in class placement. The 
preassembled groups v1ere used for the experimental and con-
trol subjects to lim:l.t upsett:l.ng the class scheduling in 
both schools. 
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The investigator chose the Nonrandomized Control·-group 
Pretest-Posttest Design, which is especially recommended for 
experimental studies using intact classes that are as simi-
lar as availabil_i±Y~P-e"x:m_i±s_"L_c_B.rnp-b-e-l-l-po-i;ats-s-l1-t-t1xa-t ::------
In this popular design, the frequent effort to 
'correct' for the lack of perfect equivalence by 
matching on pretest scol'es is absolutely vrrong 
• , • as it introduces a regression artifact. In-
stead, one should live with any initial pretest 
differences, using analysis of' c9variance, gain 
scores, or graphic presentation.2 
Kerlinger states that the main strength of a tvell·· 
planned and well-executed before-after, experimental-control 
group design whel'e the subjects are equated is that if' some-
thing affects the experimental subjects betv/Se.n the pretest 
and the posttest measure, this something should also affect 
the control group subjects, Similarly, Kerlingel' points out, 
the effect of testing should be controlled. "For if the 
testing should affect the members of the experirnental·group, 
it should similarly affect the members of the control group."3 
The Nonrandomized Control-group Pretest-Posttest Design 
lDeoboJ.d B. Van Dalen, Understanding Edu_?_ational R~­
search, {NevJ Yorlc: lvJcGraw H:i.ITBo(i'1{Company, l%b'J;Ii. Z?6. 
2Donald T ,. Campbell, "Quasi-Experimental Design," 
{Evam;ton, Ill:Lno1s: No:etb.Hostel':n University, n.d.), quoted 
in Fred H, Kclrli..nger, Foundations o:f Behavioral Research, 
{Hell York: Holt, Rinehart-a:n-c1"1-T:I.nston;-1nc.. ~ f<;i"5J+r;-p;-310. 
3Kerlinger, Foundations ?~~b,~al ~~~. p. 310. 
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consists of' experimental a.nd control groups to which members 
are preassigned. ~"e experimental group receives pretesting, 
the experimental treatment, a.nd posttesting. 'l.'he control 
group receives both the pretesting and posttesting, but no 
experimental treatment, The design is diagrammed below: 
Pretest Treatme.nt Posttest 
Experimental Group X 
Figure 1 
Ifonrandomized Control-gr-oup Pre tes ·t-Pos ttes t 
Design. T1E and T2E :;: Pretest and Posttest 
Scores of' Experimental Groups; T1c and 
T2c = Pretest and Posttest Scores 
of' Control Groups; x = Exper-
imental Variable, 
Testing Instr~ 
The testing :i.nstrument used in the s·t;udy to measure 
mathematics achievement 1vas the Comprehensive Test of' Basi_c:, 
Skills, Forw Q1 Lev,el III. 'J.'he CTBS is published in f'our 
ovel'lapping levels with similal' content at each J.evel. Level 
III is appropr5.ate for grades six, seven, and eight. There 
1 are alternate forms of' Level III, Q and R. 
EXPERIH.ENTAL AND COl'TTROL GROUP PROCEDURES 
'J.'he experimental a.nd. control group procedures used in 
this study . are discussed belo"r under the follouing headings: 
(1) pretesting procedures, (2) the Individual Learning Unit 
1ctmpl'ehe:nsive Test of Basic Skills? Bulletin on Tech-
nical Da ~.~. 2, (September, 196IT~9-42. 
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based progrruu, (3) the traditional basic mathematics program, 
and (4) posttesting procedures, 
Pretesting Procedures 
During the week of October 2, 1972, the pretesting in-
strument was administered by the classroom instructors to 
both the experimental and control groups. The students re-
ceived the pretesting in their normal classroom groups, The 
arithmetic computation subtest of the Cornnrehensive Test of 
Basic Skills was given on the second school day of the week, 
On the thil•d day, both the arithmetic concepts and the arith-
metic application subtests were administBred, Students who 
. had been absent were tested on the fourth and fifth days. 
Individual Lea:rnine Unit Based Prog;ram 
The Individual Learning Units (ILUs) used in this study 
vrere modeled after the Learning Activity Packages. Mathe-
matics curricultrra specialists and classroom teachers from the 
Stockton, California, Unified School District, vrere involved 
in an ESEA Title I program dm•ing 1969, and as an early step 
in progra.'TI development, visited schools employing an Individ-
ualized Diagnostic-Prescriptive approach to learning, They 
were given sample LAPs and techniques and strategies used by 
claSSl'oom teachers in individualized instr·uction for all areas 
of the curriculwa. During the summer a team of administra-
tors, math specialists, and math teachers developed learning 
packages to correspond with thelr mater:tals, and to furthel" 
ilupleraent this approach they developed and designed a learn:tng 
center and a math lab, The ILU technique has been in use 
for the last four years in the elementary and junior high 
school basic mathematics program,l 
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The Individual Learning Unit concept is an individual-
ized-diagnostic-prescl':i.ptive ungraded approach to meeting the 
needs of participants in mathematics. It is pupil centered 
and begins 1-Jith a comprehensive diagnostic evaluation of each 
;,rritten placement test. 1ilith an educational diagnosis such 
as this, the teacher can better provide those learning ex-
periences -.rhich will result in the greatest possible academ-
ic success. 
The mathemati.cs cu1•riculum is composed of: (1) a se-
quential continuum stated in terms of 1'lhat the student is 
expected to completG at each stage, (2) compl'Ghensive diag-
nostir: tests to determine 1-rhat instruction is to take place, 
(3) lessons, such as w-ork page assig:nrnents and teacher di-
rected activities, and (4) posttesting to test the effec-
tiveness of the instruction, The techniques and strategies 
employed in the progra.'lJ make it possible for• each part:i.ci-
pant to start at a different point on the instructional con-
tinuum a.ud progress at his ovr.n rate, Additionally, the ob-
jectives, stated in behavioral terms, m•e categorized by 
topic and sequence according to degree of difficulty and 
lvernon Broussard and Gordon Chamberlin, A Model Demon-
stration Progr_~In Readfng_and Matll;emat_~~E• a proposar--
(Stockton, California: Stochlo.n Unified School District, De-
part:ment of Compensatory Education, 1969). 
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prerequisite conditions necessary. 
The teacher is responsible ~or the student's assign-
ments. I~ the pupil needs a ne1v task, his immediate past 
work will be examined, I~ no additional work is needed, the 
teacher merely decides i~ sufficient progl'ess is being made 
or whether more personal attention is required. The stu-
dent rs vrork is evaluated daily and ne>r assignments are made 
kept ~or each child to make possible the continuous assess-
ment of mathematics progress. If a student needs help on a 
new assign.ment or completed Hork scored during the perj.od, 
the teacher attempts to attend to his needs at once. O~ten 
the student may score his own work ~rom answer keys and are 
to exercj_se judgement as to vlhen the instructor's attention 
is needed. 
In School A, students utilized the 11ma·th lab 11 to view 
filmstrips and listen to tapes pertaining to their objectives. 
School B has a section of the library that was used for simi-
lar purposes, These same viewing and listening stations 
could be established in a classl'oorn situation, but both 
schools ~avored a centralized location for maxirnurn usage, 
The pal'ticipants 1vork on their individual assig:mnents 
~or approximately three or ~our o~ the five school days, One 
or t-vro days per week, the entire class will work as a group. 
~'he purpose of this group Hork is to (l) discuss topics o~ 
general 1.nterest to the entire class, (2) develop communica-
tion between students of different abilities and at different 
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levels of wo:rk, and (3) cove:r b:road a:reas of the cu:rr·iculUlll 
in a discussion-lectu:re situation. In other wo:rds, the group 
-.mrkday gives the pal'ticips.nts perspective on where they have 
been and vrhere they are going, as 1rrell as a sense of relation 
betHeen mathematics and thei:r world of outside interests, 
The Traditional Basic Mathematics Approach 
In School ~. the control group used the eighth grade 
main source of i.nst:ruction. The text was adopted by the 
State of California in 1970 for use in basic mathematics 
programs. Supplemental worksheets were provided and an ceca-
sional filmstrip relating to the day's particular assignment 
was shovm, All hommvol'k 1·JaS handed in during the first feVI 
minutes of class and corrected by the instructor J.atel' in the 
day, Unit exams and scores on the homework vrere the criteria 
upon vrhich the report card grades vrere based. 
School ~Is control group utilized the eighth grade 
text, Mathematics: Structur~~ Ski1]:_:::_:_§.2.£Slpd Course, 2 
also adopted in 1970 by the State of California. :!.'he Learn-
ing to Compute Vlorkbook3 was used as a supplemental source, 
HomeHork assigned the previous day Has corrected by the class 
lRichard Denholm, and V, Dale Blank, Basic Nodern Hath-
eraatics: Second Cou:rse (Chicago: Science H.esearch AssocJ.--
a tes, 19'68 ), 
2Robert E. Eicholz, and Thares O'Daffer, Nathematics: 
Structure and Skills - Second Course (Palo Alto0alf.:l'OrnJ.a: 
Addis on-::l:resTey, Inc., 1 <;f65)."" 
3\'JjJ_mer Jones, John Cla1•k, and Nary Potter, Leal'Ying 
to Compute (:tiel{ York: . Harcourt, Brace and Horld, I9D( • 
-~-
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as a group, and then work on the next day's assignment com-
menced, As in School A, end-of-unit exams and homework were 
used as grading criteria, and only minimal usage was made of 
audiovisual aids. 
The control methods used in both schools were basically 
the standard approach to mathematics instruction employed 
throughout the district. The teachers involved in the study 
Learning Unit concept was developed, 
Posttesting Procedures 
During the week of February 26 to Narch 2, 1973 the 
_ posttesting was administered by the instructors to both the 
experimental and control groups. The posttesting was con-
ducted in exactly the same manner as the pretesting and was 
completed on 11arch 2, 1973. 
COST ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
The cost analysis procedures used in the study are dis-
cussed below undel' the following headings: ( 1) cost variables, 
( 2) developmental costs, m1d ( 3) operating costs. 
Cost Variables 
The variable per pupil cost (the expenditure for books 
and materials), was used to compute the progra.'ll costs for the 
students involved in this study, A survey of cost items re-
lated to the basic mathematics program helped the investigator 
determine that the expenditures for developing the rna teria.ls, 
along with the cost of the books, filmstrips, 'Gapes, and 
supplies were the relevant variables to be considered, 
Total professional time spent in preparation and in-
struction, space, utility costs, shared audiovisual equip-
ment, supportive services, and maintenance of the two pro-
grams ~vere found to be comparable and no differential was 
computed for these factors. Student time is another cost 
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The self-pacing aspect of the Individual Learning Units can 
directly affect the benefits to be gained within a given 
time span. The student time variable between programs, as 
a result of self-pacing, are hidden costs that should be rec-
ognized, but are difficult to quantify as a factor for a 
cost-effectiveness analysis. The economic:;tl expenditure of 
saved student tiraEl is an unsupported assumption and to stay 
within the parameters of spec~.fiable data, only variable 
b d .... t •t , b . 1 , 1 u ge" cos , ~ ems nave ee.n ~nvo vea .• 
Developr~ental C~ 
The developmental costs included those expenditures 
related to the planning and implementation of educat:i.onal 
pl~ogrruus, For the Individual Learning Units this included 
i.ni tial program planning, acquisi tio.n of mate1•ials, and other 
costs related to this phase of the prog!•am, 
Ho1•e specifically, the ILu·s ~vere developed under the 
supervision of a math specialist and written by a team in-
cl udi.ng hvo classl•oom teachers and the specialist. The 
-------
lBurkett, "A Benefit-Cost Analysis," pp. 40-41 
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teachers were released from classroom duties for six weeks 
during the school year to Nrite the packages. Thus the cost 
of retaining substitutes has been included with the percent-
age of the specialist's time devoted to the developmental 
stage. This same te8.111 spent an additional six 1-reeks dur:Lng 
the sunnner in writing the units and this cost was included. 
The duplicating materials necessary to print the units and 
the percentage of the secretarial timE' devoted to_j;~ing_jJ.no~~~~­
collating the ILUs -vmre also included, 
To provide a moi'e accurate per pupil cost, the devel-
opmental costs vrere divided by the number of students who 
vrere to use the units, then further divided by the prorated 
eight years of use. The ILUs -vrere prorated on an eight year 
basis because they have been in use for four years and are 
expected to last at least four mOl's, 
Operating Costs 
The school districtts purchasing department provided 
cost data rega.rding the textbooks and materials used in the 
basic mathematics pl'ograms, Since the majority of items Here 
r-elatively recent purchases the· costs were taken from the 
1972 book and supply list of the Stockton Unified School Dis-
trict. All of the articles Here prorated on a time consump-
tion basis determined by inventory records and past experi-
ences of the local district, 
Tables are used in Chapter 4 to illustr•ate the per pu-
pil cost for mate:rials for each of the programs. The data 
on the costs and effectiveness Here based on information 
readily available in any school district, ~:he quantification 
of the effectiveness, in d:i.rect relation to the prograllJ's 
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objectl1.,.es, is derived from standardized tests similar to 
those administered in most public schools. Every effort was 
made to utilize a cost-effectiveness model that could be 
easily replicated by educational decision-makers. 
In the analysis that follows in the .next chapter the 
total cost factors are reported and analyzed. 
HYPOTHESES 
The hypotheses, stated in null form, for the study in-
elude: 
Major H~othesis 1. A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use 
of Individual Learning Units in junior high school basic 
-mathematics instruction will demonstrate that the operational 
cost per unit gain in achievement will be greater than the 
operational cost per unit gain i.n a traditional textbook-
oriented, lecture approach, with minimal usage of audio-
visual equipment. 
~b-H;ypothesi.E_.l• A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use 
of Individual Learning Units in junior high school basic 
mathematics instruction Hill demonstrate that the sum of the 
developmental and operational cost per unit gain in achieve-
ment will be greater than the cost per unit gain in a 
traditional approach, 
MaJE.:!: H;ypothesis 2. There lvill be no signif'icant dHferences 
in achievement gains, total mathematics sco:r•e, betvJeen junior 
high school students using I.udi vidual Lea.rning Units and 
ju.nior high students in the trad:t tional prog1'am, as measured 
by the _Qompl'eher~j,_y_~ Test of B~~-~-<?....13k:i].J.s. 
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Sub-Hypothesis 1, There will be no significant differences 
in gain scores on the arithmetical computational skills sub-
test of junior high school students using Individual Learning 
Units and junior high students in the traditional program. 
Sub-Hypothe~is 2, There will be no significant differences 
in gain scores on the arithmetical concepts sub-test; of 
junior high school students using Individual Learning Units 
and junior high students i.n the traditional program. 
Sub-Hypothesis 3. There •..rill be no signiflcant difference 
ln gain scores on the arithmetical applications sub-test of 
junior high students using Individual Learning Units and 
- junior high school students in the traditional program. 
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
The major hypothesis and its sub-hypothesis relating 
to cost-effectiveness were analyzed by establishing a cost-
effectiveness ratio and its subsequent factor for each 
program. The cost figure represented the price per pupil in 
the respective approaches. The mean achievement gains for 
each of the groups was considered as the effectiveness com-
ponent for the cost-effectiveness ratio. By dividing the 
months galned :i.n achievement into the cost per pupil, a fac-
tor stating the cost per unit gain was de1•ived, In this 
manner, a truer picture is developed, for higher costs can 
be offset by increased achievement gains. 
The major hypothesis and its sub-hypotheses relating 
to achievement t-vere analyzed through the use of a two-way 
analysis of variance Hith unequal cells. The independent 
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variables were the use of the Individual Learning Units in 
basic mathematics instruction and the different schools; the 
dependent variable was the achievement gains noted on the 
CTBS. The ove1•all gain and the subtest areas Here analyzed 
individually. 
~ The test scores mentioned above were typed into a 
,~~-~-,B"'u""r"'r=o;;u-;;;gl:;hc;s~35'00 terminal located at the University of the 
~ Pacific, The computer analyzed the data for the dependent 
1 variable in all areas of the CTBS. Data vms reported from 
~ the computer analysis in the following manner: (1) means of 
II 
~ the experimental and control groups, and ( 2) the two-way 
~ analysis of variance. 
Data components for the analysis of variance include: 
(l) the school variability, (2) the treatment variability, 
(3) the interaction effect, (4) the within cells sum of 
squares and mean squares, and (5') the ;E values. The .05' 
level of significance was required for the rejection of the 
.null hypotheses. 
S UJ.'.1JI1ARY 
The third chapter of this report reviei<e d: ( l) the 
setting of the study, (2) identification of the population, 
(3) the research design and testing instl~ument, (4) the ex-
periraental and control group procedures, (5') cost pror,edures, 
(6) hypotheses, and (7) statistical procedures. 
The settings of the study tvere in a lovTOr socio-economic 
area, and a relatively higher socioeconomic section of the 
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Stockton Unified School District, Stockton, California. TNo 
junior high schools were chosen from a total of five in the 
area on the basis of specified criteria. The schools offered 
a co.ntl,ast for they differed marl;:edly in enrollment, racial 
composition, and in median income of residents living in each 
school's attendance area. 
Tbr·ough further delimitation of the population, 118 
eighth-grade basic mathematics students were sel~_c_t_e_d_f_o_r_the, ___ _ 
study. These subjects •·mre preassigned by school counselors 
to a Nonrandomized Control·-group Pl'etest-Posttest Design, 
The design was extended to incJ.ude an experimental and co:n-
troJ. group in each school, The testing instrDment used in 
the study Has the Compr~~:iye Test of Basic SkilJ.s. Form 
3.z_Mvel III. 
The procedure for the experirnentaJ. and control groups 
v<as described in detail, including: {1) pretesting proce-
dures, (2) the IndividuaJ. Learning UnH based program, (3) 
the traditional basic mathematics program, and (l.j.) posttest-
ing procedures. 
~'he cost procedures used in the study were discussed 
under the following headings: (1) cost variables, (2) devel-
opmental costs, and (3) operating costs. 
Six hypotheses, stated in null form, 1-1ere presented for 
acceptance or rejection, and those based solely on student 
achievement l·mre set at the , 05 level of significance. Sta-
tistical procedul'es to test the null hypotheses included a 
cost-effectiveness analysis and a two-way analysis of vari-
ance, The costs of the indiv:i.dual programs and the subjects' 
posttest scores were used as the dependent variables, 
Chapter L~ of this report will present an analysis of 
the s ta tis tical data drmm from the experimental study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
INTRODUC'l'ION 
As proposed in the initial chapJau:,~the_p_l'ime_co.ns-:Ld,=-~~~~~ 
orations in this cost-effectiveness analysis study 1-10re to: 
(l) determine a school district's expenditures :for an indi-
vidualized basic mathematics program in the junior high 
schools using Individual Lear•ning Units, ( 2) determine the 
expenditures :for a traditional, textbook-oriented approach 
to basic mathematics instruction, and (3) compare the 
achievement gains o.f the programs, 
The cost-effectiveness analysis model employed in this 
study 1vas a mathematical evaluation of the costs of the pro-
grams in direct relation to the achievement gains in mathe-
matics, Cost analysis procedures included those var•iables 
related to the development o:f the ILUs and those incurred i.n 
operating the progrs:ms. These were labeled developmental and 
operating costs, respectively. 
One hundred and eighteen subjects were preassigned to 
eighth gNtde basic mathematics classes and the classes .vere 
then assigned to a No.nrandomized Control-group Pretest-
Posttest Design, The number of students and the treatments 








Jft.JNBER OF STUDENTS AND TREATKENT OF 
GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN TffE STUDY 
Treatments 
Pretest Experimental Posttest 
1 35 35 3.5 
·<< ..,, 
.>.> C...L 
2 27 27 24 
23 23 










A set of .null hypotheses relating to cost and effec-
tiveness of the programs is presented in this chapter. Those 
related to cost are stated and followed by a table sho1v:tng 
how the total costs are derived and -.rhether' the null hypoth-
esis is to be accepted or rejected. The hypotheses relating 
to the effectiveness measures of the program are stated, 
follovred by mean scores. An analysis of variance table, in-
dicating the degree of statistical significance found, is 
included, follol,.red by a discussion of the acceptance or re-
jection of each null hypothesis. 
The data presented in Table 1 indicate that between the 
time of selecting the sample and the collect:tou of complete 
pre-and posttest measures, the original sample was reduced 
by approximately one-fourth. This :r•edt1ction was consistent 
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in experimental and control groups 2, but control group 1 
was less than one-half the size of experimental group l, 
The sample results Here not affected by the subject mortal-
ity, because gain scores lvere used to measure achievement. 
ANALYSES OF COSTS 
The per pupil costs for materials for each of the pro-
the specific materials used and their relative costs, The 
figures constitute the variable for the total cost factor, 
The per pupil costs Here computed on the basis of an average 
class size of thirty-five pupi.ls, 
ILU Pro~J2;peratio:?_al Costs 
The initial outlay for the ILU materials for a class 
of thirty-five students <vas $815.34. Thus, the cost was 
$125.06, pl•orated on a five year basis, Computed on a per 
pupil basis, the cost was $3.573, as shown by data presented 
1n Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
ILU PROGRAJI1 l1ATERIALS COST 
Item Unit Number Outlay Years Pro- Cost 
Cost rated 
Basic Noder:n Mathe-
matics-Bk. l $6,00 5 $30,00 5 ;rrs. $6.00 
Teachers Edition 6,00 l 6,00 5 yrs. 1. 20. 
Basic Modern l"lathe·· 
matics-Bk, 2 6,00 5 30.00 5 YJ-"'S" 6,00 
~·eachers Edition 6.00 l 6,00 5 y-rs • 1.20 
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TABLE 2 CONT. 
Item Unit Number Outlay Years Pro- Cost 
Cost rated 
Exploring Modern 
$4.17 $20.85 $4.17 Mathematics-Bk. l 5 5 yrs. 
Teachers Edition 4.17 1 4.17 5 yrs, ,83 
First Course in 
Fu.nda.'llentals 5.92 5 29.60 5 yrs. 5.92 
rre-ae-l=J/3-r~Gtl-i--Ei-e .3~ " .33 :;:, yrs, • 07 .L 
First Program in 
Nathematics 7.95 5 39.75 5 YJ.'S • 7.95 
Teachers Edition 7.95 1 7.95 5 yrs. 1.59 
Growth in Ari th-
metic-Bk, 7 2.70 5 13.50 5 yrs. 2.70 
Teachers Edition 2.70 l 2. 70 5 yrs, .51+ 
Growth in Arith-
' metic-Bk, 8 2.70 ~ l3o50 5 yrs. 2.70 I -Teachers Edition 2.70 l 2. 70 5 ;y-rs. .51~ Individualizing ! 
" Nathematics ' 
I VJho1e Numbers 2.52 3 7.56 5 yrs{/ 1.51 2.52 7.56 5 1.51 I Fractions 3 Yl~s., 
Teachers Strat-
egy Book 1.02 1 1,02 5 yrs. 0 20 
Kaleidoscope of 
6.15/set9 55.35 Skills (5, 6, 7) 5 yrs. 11.07 
Teachers Nanual .35/ . 3 1.05 5 yrs. .21 
Mathematics: Struc-
ture & Skills Bk, 1 L~.LJ.9 5 22.45 5 yrs. lj .• 49 
Teachers Edition L~. 71 l 4. 71 5 yrs. • 91~ 
:Hathematics: Struc-
ture & Skills Bk. 2. 4.49 5 22oLf5 5 yrs. L~.l+9 
Teachers Edition 4. 71 1 4.71 5 yrs, • 91~ 
lvorkbooks (Bk. l 
and Blr. 2 1.17 6 7.02 5 Yl'S. 1.L~o 
Modern General 
Mathematics Lf.ll 5 20.55 5 yrs. 4.11 
Teachers Edition 50 lj.B 1 5.48 5 yrs. L10 
i 
Item 
Modern Math for 
Achievement Bk. 3 
Teachers Guide 
Modern School }!ath-
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~~e initial outlay for the traditional basic mathemat-
ics program in School~ for a class of thirty-five, was 
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$216.00. Prorated on a i'ive year basis, the cost was $43.20, 
Computed on a per pupil basis, the cost was $1.234. These 
data are presented i.n Table 3. 
TABLE 3 




ematics Bk. 2 





















The initial outlay for the traditional basic mathemat-
ics program in School~~ for a class of thirty-five, was 
$49.29. Computed on a per pup:i.l basis, the cost vms $1.408. 
These data are presented in Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
TRADITIONAL PROGRAI1 }ffiTERlitLS COST 
SCHOOL B 
Item Unit Number Outlay Years Pro- Cost 
Cost rated 
Learning to Compute 
ltlk. Bk. 1 $1.20 35 $42.00 5 yrs. $8 .!~0 
Teachers Guide ,30 ]_ .30 5 yrs. ,06 
Learning to Compute 
\Vk, Bk, 2 1,20 35 ~2.00 5 yrs. 8.40 
Teachers Guide .30 1 .30 5 yrs" ,06 
}1a th0matics: Struc-
ture and Skills Bk. 
2 4.49 35 157.15 5 yrs. 31.4~ Teachers Edition 4. 71 l 4.71 5 yrs. • 9 -
-----Total $246.46 ----$49:29 
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ILU Program-Developmental Costs 
The initial outlay for the development of the Individ-
ual Learning Units totaled $25,312.38. Prorated, the cost 
was $3,164. 06, Approximately l.j.OO students a year are using 
the ILUs, which led to a projected total of 3,200 for the 
eight years of the program, Computed on a per pupil basis, 
the cost was $.988. These data are presented in Table 5, 
TABLE 5 
ILU DEVELOPMENTAL COSTS 
Item Outlay Prorated Cost 
Paper $ 178.13 8 yrs, $ 22~27 
Covers h20.00 8 yrs. 52.50 
Hasters 89.25 8 yrs, 11.16 
Printing and 
420.00 8 52.50 C:Jllating yrs. 
Secretarial time 1,785.00 8 yrs. 223.13 
Writing 9,820,00 8 yrs. 1,227 • .so 
Editing 12,600.00 8 yrs. 1,57_t:;,oo 
-----
Total $25,312.38 $3,16L>.o6 
COST-EF'FEC~'IVElillSS ANALYSIS 
THo hypotheses i;ere stated in Chapter 3 regarding the 
cost-eff'ectivoness analysis of' the use of' Individual Learning 
Units and a traditional approach to mathematics instruction. 
These were: 
H1 • A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use of 
Individual Learning Units in junior high school 
basic mathematics instruction will demonstrate that 
the operational cost per unit gain in achievement 
will be greater than the operational cost per unit 
gain in a traditional, textbook-oriented, lecture 
approach, with minimal usage of audiovisual equip-
ment. 
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I_IJ;>· A cost-effectiveness analysis of the USJ)_Qf. ________ ~ 
Individual Learning Unlts in junior high school 
basic mathematics instruction will demonstrate that 
the sum of the developmental and operational cost 
per unit gain in achievement vrill be greater than 
the cost per unit gain in a traditional approach, 
Table 6 presents summary data relative to the analysis 
model used to test H1 • The price per pupil was used as the 
cost factor and the mean of the mathematics achievement gain 
scores for each of the programs Has considered as the effec-
tiveness factor. The gain scores in achievement are analyzed 
more extensively in Tables 8-11. The cost of the traditional 
program Has derived from the average cost of the control 
groups in Tables 3 and 4. The cost-effectiveness factol'S 
Here derived by dividing the denominator of the ratio.into 
the nmnerator. \'ihen these figures uere computed, the tradi-
tional program -vm.s found to cost $.3564 per unit gain in 
achievement, as compared to $.5423 for the ILU program. The 
data reported in table 6 fail.ed to support rejection of Hr 
TABLE 6 
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
.OF OPERATIONAL COSTS 
lll 
Cost-
Program Cost Effectiveness Ratio Effectiveness 
Factor 
Traditional $1.321 3.7057 1.321 $.3.564 
],.7057 




Table 7 p1•esents data relative to the cost-effectiveness 
analysis of the two programs, including developmental costs. 
'lne cost to develop and edit the lear>ning units was added to 
the operational cost used in Table 6, The cost of the tr>a-
ditional program went unchanged, as no developmental costs 
were ixJCurr>ed, The results of this analysis increased the 
pr5.ce per pupil and resulting cost-effectiveness factor of 
-t;he ILU pr>ogram to $.6923, while the factor for the tradi-
tional pr>ogram remained at $.3.56~L. S:l.nce the sum of' ·the 
developmental and operational cost per unit gain in achieve-
ment vras g1•eater in the ILU approach, the null hypothesis 
must be accepted, 
ANALYSES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
The mean of the mathematics gain scores for.each of' the 
groups was considered in analyzing tho effectiveness of the 
respective approaches. The figures in the folloHing tables 





COST-EF~ECTIVE~illSS ANALYSIS OF 
OPERATIONAL AND DEVELOPT-lliNTAL COSTS 
---
Cost Effectiveness Ratio 















·In Chapter 3, the major hypothesis dealing vri th 
achievement gains, total mathematics score, was stated in 
nul1 form. 
Hy There will be no significant differences in 
achievement ga5.ns, total mathematics score, betvreen 
junior high school students using Individual Learn-
ing Units and junior high students in tho tradition-
al ploogram, as measured by the Qom;erehensive Test of 
Basic Skills~vel III. 
A highly significant interaction effect was indicated 
by the data in Table 8 betHeen thE' differing schools and 
treatment applied. Neither the individual schools nor the 
treatment the groups received reached the P<.05 level of 
significance, 
Since data in Table 8 shoVI that P>.05, the null hy-
pothesis Has accepted, The groups receiving the experimental 
treatment "rere not signiflcantly higher in mathematics 
achievement than the control groups. The interaction effect, 
howevel's Has significant at the P<COl leveL 
TABLE 8 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR POSTTESTING 
IN YillTHEYillTICS ACHI~~EMENT - TOTAL 
MATHEJiiATICS SCORES 
Sum of Nean 
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F 
Source Squares DF Squares Values 
Schools 1.7272 1 l. 727L~ 0,5741 
Treatment 9.6988 1 9.6988 3.2236 
Interaction 29.9365 1 29.9365 9. 2500·:~ 
1~i thin Cells 243.7035 81 3.0087 
A significs.nt interaction effect Has also obtained in the 
computatio.nal skills section of the posttest measure, This 
section measures computational s.kill.s in the four fundamen-
tal operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division,l Neither the individual schools nor the treat-
ment the groups received reached the _!:(.05 level of signif-
icance. These data are presented in Table 9. 
H4. There will be no significant difference in gain 
scores on the arithmetical computational skills of 
junior high school students using Individual Learn-
ing Units and junio1• high students in the tradi-
tional program, 
Since the data i.n Table 9 shoH that P).05, the :null 
hypothesis 1-1as accepted. The groups receiving the experi-
mental treatment Here not significantly higher in 
lcomprehensive 'l'est of Basic Skills Examiner's Hanual 
(Monterey, ""Ca"'JT1'o:enia :~lCGra~-J-:fllll, 196-rrt;'p .:;:;. :.;.:2;:;;5;.;;: • .;;_::......=== 
TABLE 9 
ANAJ,YSIS OF VARIAl'fCE RESULTS FOR POS'l'TESTING 
IN l111.'1'HEMATICS ACHIEVEHENT-COJC!Pm'ATIONAL 
SKILLS SUB-TEST 
Sum of l'wan 
Source Squares DF Squares 
Schools 1.4716 1 1.4716 
Treatment 1. 2022 1 1.2022 
Interaction 6.3636 1 6_,J6J6 
\vi thin Cells 110.6372 81 1.3659 
~< p(,O;) 







t:r•ol groups. The interaction effect was significant at the 
p (', o;) level. 
The groups receiving the experimental treatment ap·-
proached, but d:Ld not reach stat:Lstical significance o.n the 
aritl:Jlaetical concepts section o.f the ~· This section 
measures the ability of the student to: (l) recognize the 
appropriate technique and concept, (2) convert concepts ex-
pl'essed in one .form to another .for-m, (3) comprehend numerical 
concepts,·and (4) organize all facts, 1 A significant inter-
action between the treatment received and an individual 
school was obtained, as shovm by the data in Table 10. 
H5. There vrill be 110 significant differences in 
gain scores on the arith.metical concepts sub-test 
of junior high school students using IndividuaJ. 
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Learning Units and junior high students in the tra-
ditional program. 
TABLE 10 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR POSTTESTING 



























This sub-test emphasizes problem-solving, and involves 
the ability to: (1) compl'ehend the problem statement, (2) 
select the appl'Opriate method for solving, (3) organize all 
facts, and (L~) solve for the answer. 1 
Since data in Table 10 shovr that P).05, the null hy-
pothesis 1-1as accepted, The groups receiving the experimental 
treatment were not significantly higher in achievement o.n the 
arithmetical concepts sub-test than the control groups. 
There •ras an interaction effect, significant at the P<. 05 
level, 
The sixth .null hypothesis stated in Chapter 3 was rel-
ati ve to the sub-test, ari tln11etic applications. The ILU 
treatment groups scored significantly higher at the P(,0.5 
level than the traditionally instructed groups, 
H6• There will be no signH'icant difference in 
gain scores on the ari thrnetical applicatio.ns sub-
test of junior high students using Individual 
Learning Units and junior high school students in 
the traditional program, 
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Since the data in Table 11 sho..r that R_<.05, the null 
~-----=hY:Qo thesis vras r__f2_j_a_c_t_e_d~_The_g~O-UlJ-S------1:l0-C-e-i-V-1..B-g-t-lle-e~ e-r-:t-...-.------
:mental treatment were significantly higher in achievement 
on the arith.rnetic applications sub-test than the control 
groups. 
TABLE 11 
ANALY~IS OF VARIANCE RESUJ"TS FOR POSTTESTING 
IN JVIATHJ:<,"'r'IATICS ACHIEVEHEN1'-ARH'BJilliTIC 
APPLICATIONS SUB-TES1' 
Sura of Nea.n 
Source Squares DF Squares ---
Schools 0,0872 1 0,0872 
Treatment 2.1.,39.'? 1 2.l.t-395 
Interaction 1. 0385 1 1.0385 







In three of the four hypotheses pertaining to :rna.the-
matics achievement, a significant interaction effect was ob-
served, 'l'his 1cJas due to the :marked differences in perfor-
mance of the groups. In School A, the ILU treatment .,-as 
more effective, vJhile the traditional appJ:>oach proved :more 
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effective in School B. Group mean gains for each effective-
ness measure are found in Tables 12-15. Significant 
interaction effects were recorded for the total mathematics 
scores, the arithmetical computations, and aritRmetical con-
cepts sub-tests. 
·· TABLE 12 
fj"'CX >.,c .J( ... --C!.t''"l .. Jt..~j /¢.< .... 1.-Y"~'-;hvL/L. 











Group Mean 6.588 
Actual Mean 5 .1+35 
SUI-1NARY 
CONTROL SCHOOL MF'..AN 
-0.286 5.568 
14 !Jlf 
6.500 5. 2938 
20 ~1 ____ 
3.7057 
Of the six research hypotheses fo1omulated for this in-
vest:Lgation and presented in Chapter 1, only the last 1-ms 
confirmed, Eighth gl'ade students using the Individual Learn-
ing Units did demonstrate greater mathematical achievement in 
ari tllll1etic applications after five months of the program than 
similar eighth grade pupils who vrere instructed in the tra-













EXPERD'!ENTAL CONTROL SCHOOL MEAN 
A 3.833 0,214 
S's 30 lLt 
B 2,524 3.950 
S's 21 20 
Group 11ean 3. 294 2.4117 





















S's 21 20 ~~~.----~~--------·~~----------41 
Group Mean 1. 7254 
Actual Hean 1.529 
'l'ABLE 15 




EXPERIMENTAL CON'.rROL SCHOOL I1EAN 
A 1.867 -0.714- 1.0457 
S-c,-ho-o-1-s s-rs 30 1 44 
B 1.143 0,600 0,8781 
S's 21 20 4.1 ---
Group Jvlean 1.5689 0,0589 
Actual Mean 0,965 
--------------------------------------------------
There Here some apparent differences in the effect of 
the ILU treatment on students 1-1ho participated in the experi-
mental groups. 'lfuile the total gain scores were almost 
double those noted for the control groups, they Here not 
significant enough to offset the higher cost of the ILU pro-
gram for the cost-effectiveness ratio, These findings Here 
based upon advertence of the collected data, 
Interpretations of the findings reported in this chap-
ter are presented in Chapter 5 of this study. In addition, 
a summary of the study, conclusions, and r•ecommendations for 
further research are included. 
I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMli1ARY, COJIICLUSIONS, AND RECONI,illNDNI'IONS 
INTRODUCTIOU 
of' Individual Lea1,ning Units in a junior high school basic 
mathematics progrp.m as compared with a traditional, textbook-
oriented, lecture approach, A f'actor of dollars expended 
per pupil month gain in achievement 1vas deriv-ed from the 
study and served as the basis :for compariso.n of the two ap-
proaches, 
Presented in this chapter are: (1) a smrrmary of the 
study, (2).limitations of the study, (3) conclusions relat-
ing to the hypotheses, (4) implications of the study, and 
(;5) recommendations for further research, 
SUN11ARY OF THE STUDY 
The study is summarized under three major headings: 
(1) the setting and selection of participants, ( 2) the pro-
cedure, and (J) analysis of the data, 
Th~ettjn_g_ and Selection ~~rtic:i.pants_ 
The setting for the study was in tHo contrasting socio-
economic areas of the Stockton Unified School District in 




schools in the district were selected to participate. The 
schools chosen dif'fered markedly in: (1) median income 
level of residents in the school's attendance areas, (2) 
racial and ethnic composition, and (3) total enrollment. An 
experimental and control group vmre established in each of' 
the two schools. 
Subjects in the two schools were delimited to eighth 
grade students enrolled in basic mathemati~a_ins_t:cno_tiDXl-•. ------
Students .vere assigned to classes by the previous year's in-
str·uctors according to the results of the Comprehensive Test 
of' Basic Skills, Level III and Lo!:.ge-Th.or~e Intelligence 
Test, Level III. Those classes most similar in ability, as 
indicated by these two tests, were chosen as the experimental 
and control gl"OUps in each school. Two teachers were chosen 
who met with classes of' similar ability in consecutive 
perio¢J.s. An experimental and a control gl"oup HSl"e assigned 
to each instructor to nullif'y the teacher-ef'fectiveness vari-
ables. 
The Procedure of the Study 
The 118 selected subjects Here assigned in gl"oups to a 
Nonrando:mized Control-group Pretest-Posttest Design. The 
design included the experimental groups receiving pretesting, 
the experimental Individual Learning Unit treatment, and 
posttesting. The control groups received the pretesting and 
posttesti.ng, but were .not exposed to the ILUs, The testing 
instrument used to measure mathematics achievement was the 
Comprehensive _J'~ of Basic Skills 1 P?l'IIl <1 Level III. 
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The variable of per pupil cost 1<1as used to compute the 
progra.m costs for the students :i.nvolved in the study, The 
expenditures for developing the materials and operating the 
programs uere included in the survey of cost items, 
Analysis of the Data 
Follo>ring the posttesting, the data were submitted to 
four separate tv1o-way analyses of variance with unequal 
c·olls. Tho • 05 level of significance was used to determine 
1-lhether the null hypotheses pertaining to effectiveness were 
to be accepted or rejected. Tho cost data were combined with 
tho posttes·t scores to establish a cost-effectiveness ratio 
and its subsequent factor for each progra.m. The factor Has 
derived by dividing tho months gained in achievement into the 
cost per pupil. A simple comparison of tho_factors deter-
rained whether the null hypotheses relating to the cost-
effectiveness analysis 1-rere accepted or rejected, 
LII1ITATI01TS 
The findings of this study and generalizations and con-
clusions derived therefrom should be viewed >rith the follo•v-
ing limitations in mind: 
l. That the subjects were exposed to the different treat-
ment for a period of approximately five school months, 
2. That the teachers and students involved had no previous 
experience in Harking 1-1i th Individual JJearning Units, 
3. That the cost of this particular experimental program 
may be more expensive than a similar, commercially prepared 
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program or other alternatives to individualized instruction. 
4. That this study relates only to students atte.nding 
ju.niol' high schools similar to those described in the Stock-
ton Unified School District. 
5. That although social and attitudinal variables are 
relative to success in mathematics, there has been no at-
tempt to qualify these factors. 
6, That the basic cost estimates of each prog;ram_hav_e _____ _ 
been limited to the average per pupil cost of materials, 
prorated on a time consumption basis. 
CONCLUSlONS RELATING TO THE HYPOTHESES 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate 
the cost-effectiveness of Individual Learning Units in a 
junior high school basic mathematics progr~~ as compared to 
a traditional, textbook-oriented progr~~. 
Hyrotheses Relating to Cost 
H1. A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use 
of Individual Learning Units in junior high school 
basic mathematics instruction will demonstrate that 
the operational cost per unit gain in achievement 
will be greater than the operational cost per unit 
gain in a traditional, textbook-oriented, lecture 
approach, with minimal usage of audiovisual equip-
ment. 
H2• A cost-effectiveness analysis of the use of 




basic mathematics instruction will demonstrate that 
the sum of' the developmental and operational cost 
per unit gain in achievement will be greater than 
the cost per unit gain in a traditional approach, 
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The f'indings of this study did not support the hypoth-
esis that the opera tio.nal cost per unit gain of' the ILU 
program 1vould be less than the cost per unit gain in the 
traditional. Nor did the finding support the hypothei'iis; ______ _ 
that the sum of' developmental and operational cost per unit 
gain of the ILU program w·ould be less than the operational 
cost pel' unit gain in the traditional. In both instances, 
the cost per unit gain in the traditional program vras less 
than the experimental. 
However, the cost per unit gain in the ILU prog1•am may 
not be impractical when compared with the traditional pro-
gram, The operational cost-effectiveness factor for the 
ILUs Has $.5~., measured against $.36 for the tradltional 
p1•ogram. The sum of the developmental and operational cost 
per unit gain for the ILUs .vas $.69, measured against $.36 
for the traditional program Hhich incurred no developmental 
costs. 
Therefore, if a school district Here to consider the 
ILU technique as an alternative to the traditional approach 
to mathematics, the decision would not be cost-effective. 
However, the stated p1•oximity in cost, plus the greater 
achievement gains, make it a viable option, 
~thes~s Relatin_e;_j;_o EffGctiven~ 





achievement gains, total mathematics score, between 
junior high school students using Individual Learn-
ing Units and junior high students in the traditional 
program, as measured by the Comprehensive 'I'est of 
Basic Skill~, Form Q, Level III. 
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The findings of this study failed to support the hypoth-
esis that groups receiving the ILU treatment would have 
significantly higher achievement gains on_the~to_tRl-ma-tll9------~ 
matics score than the control groups. Nevertheless, those 
involved in the ILU program had scores approaching the level 
of significance, A highly significant interaction effect was 
also indicated with the ILU treatment in School !'::, and the 
traditional approach in School B proving to be most effective. 
H4• There Hill be no significant differences in 
gain scores on the arithmetical computational skills 
sub-test of junior high school students using Indi-
vidual Learning Units and junior high students in 
the tradi tio.nal program, 
The hypothesis that the experimental groups' scores o.n 
the arithmetical computational skills sub-test -.rould be sig-
nificantly higher than control groups' scores failed to be 
supported, Again, however, a significant interaction effect 
was indicated ~v-ith the ILU treatment in School A and the 
· traditional approach in School ~ proving to be most effective. 
H_s. There will be no signif'icant dif'f'erence tn 
gain scores on the arithmetical concepts sub-test 
of junior high school students using Individual 
Lea.rn:Lng Units and junior high students in the 
traditional program, 
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The findings also failed to suppol't the hypothesis 
that the experimental groups' gain scores on the arithmetical 
concepts sub-test would be signlfica.ntly higher than control 
groups' scores. Again, a significant :interaction effect was 
indicated with the ILU treatment in School A and the tradi-
tional approach in School B proving to be most effective. 
H6• There •rill be no significant' differences in 
gain scores on the arithmetical applications sub-test 
_______ o'-'f=--,junior high stude.ntl;l_Qs_ing_Ind:t'v:i.dual-Lea!\n~ng~-------­
Units and junior high school students in the tradi-
tional progra'I'Jl. 
The final hypothesis that the experimente.l groups' gain 
scores on the arithmetic applications sub-test would be sig-
nificantly higher than control groups 1 scores was supported. 
This section of the test measured problem-solving ability of' 
the subjects. 
IJI1PLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Considering the. limitations previously stated, as well 
as the significant differences in achievement on the appli-
cations sub-test, and the significant interaction effects 
registered, the investigator viewed the results vrith some 
encouragement. The fact that the experimental groups aver-
aged 6.6 months gain in achievement, as compared to 3.7 for 
the control groups, indicated that the Individual Learning 
Unit technique may be a viable means of individualizing 
mathematics instruct:i.on. \mile the cost of developing a 
learning package program may appear prohibitive i.n some cir-
cumstances, a col'lltlleJ:-cially pr•epared program, or one acquired 
:from another district may reduce the total cost f'actor. 
The significant achievement gains of' the experimental 
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groups on the aritlunetic applications sub-test indicate that 
the ILU technique can help students apply problem solving to 
the physical world. The School Mathematics Study Group, a 
National Science Foundation sponsored research committee of 
math schola1•s, asserts that aritlunetic applications is espe-
cially relevant because it involves the translating of prob-
lems of the Horld around us into number relationships. They 
believe this translation is one of the reasons why we study 
,__ ____ £\ca:r:ithme~t_:Lc_to.da-y~_:l::___ ________________________ _ 
The significant interaction effects recorded on the to-
tal mathematics sco1•e and tHo of the CTBS sub-tests must be 
considered, The achievement gains of the treatment group in 
School A were superior to the control group, vlhile the con-
trol group in School B outper:f'orrned the experimental group in 
all areas except aritbmetic applications. The subject popu-
lations of the t"t-10 schools differed drastically, School A's 
enr•ollment consisted of approx:imately 95% racial and ethnic 
minority, while School ~ had approximately 80% of its stu-
dents classified as Caucasian. Individual student gains 
within each ethnic group were not a concern of this study, 
but the data indicates that an intra-group study of this na-
ture may be beneficial in an extensio.n of this investigation. 
If implementation of this cost-effectiveness model is 
to be successful in similar studies, adequate time must be 
allocated to school personnel, Cary asserts that educators 
could be benefited by merely adopting the mode of thinking 
associated >-Tith instructional cost-effectiveness analysis.2 
lschool Nathematics Study Group, Studies in Nathematics, 
IX (Palo Alto, California: Leland Stanford Jum.or universitY, 
1963)' p. 4.19. 
2cary, 11 Develo~ment of an Instructional Cost-
Effectiveness f'Iodel, 1 186. 
Educators who :mentally go through the steps under-
· lying an instructional cost-effectiveness :model , , , 
will probably come up ivi th "better 11 and :more ra-
tional decisions than they do now when dealing with 
curriculum. Gradually, a complete scheme could be 
i:mplemented,l 
RECOMMENDATIOUS POR PURTHER STUDY 
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The findings at the conclusion of the Individual Learn-
ing Unit treatment gave evidence that this method could be 
helpful in assisting an individualized program in junior high 
school basic :mathematics instruction, bu·i; at an increased 
cost. Since it :must not be concluded from a single study 
that ILUs are the final solution to individualizing, the 
investigator recommends that further study be :made in the 
following areas: 
1, A longitudinal study of.th:ls nature should be designed 
to predict how lasting the effects of the experimental treat-
ment would be. 
2. A longitudinal study of this nature should be designed 
to predict whether or• not additional teacher and student ex-
perience with the ILU technique leads to greater achievement 
gains. 
3. An intra-gl'OllP study concerned <Jith individual student 
gains within each racial and ethnic group :may be a beneficial 
extension of this study. 
4, One area of valuable research would be to develop new 
individualized program alternatiyes, such as ILUs, based on 
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educational activities and objectives, and to compare them 
with traditional programs. 
5. An extension or replication of this study be conducted 
with a broader range of schools. 
6. A cost-effectiveness analysis compa:r·ing the Individual 
Learning Units with other learning packages similar in .nature 
could prove helpful in evaluating possible program alterna-
tives. It would be particularly desirabl§_t_o_de_t_eJ:'mJne-vhicbJc----
of the learning packages resulted in a more favorable ratio 
of cost per unit gain in achievement, 
7, Educational decision-makers should take the lead in 
adopting a.nd enlarging cost-effectiveness analysis concepts 
for use in the evaluation of instructional programs. 
8, Finally, it is recommended that current efforts be 
continued and intensified in the development of individual-
ized instructional techniques in mathematics to hopefully 
allow each student to achieve on a level commensurate with 
his abilities. 
SUNNARY 
In this chapter, the investigator has surmuarized the 
cost-effectiveness analysis of Individual Learning Units a.nd 
reviewed his findings. Hhile the ILU progrs.m did not prove 
to be cost-effective, it did demonstrate its effectiveness 
through achievement ga:Ln scores on: (1) arithmetical compu-
tations, (2) aritb .. rnetical concepts .• and (3) arithmetic appli-
cations, with the last falling >vi thin the significant range. 
Sign:tficant interaction effects were r•ecorded for the total 
mathematics scores, and each sub-test except applications. 
no 
Since the results of' a single study should .not be used 
to alter the educational policies of' a school system, the 
investigator urged othel' educators to adopt and e.nlarge the 
cost-ef'f'ectiveness analysis concepts discussed hel'e to pro·· 
vide a basis for the evaluation of' instructional alterna-
tives to the traditional approach to mathematics. 
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Grade Equivalent Test Scores of Students 
in the Experimental Group, School 
A - CTBS, Form Q?. Level III 
Post Pre Post Pre Post 
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Pre Post 
Comp. Comp. Cone, Cone. Appl. Appl. Total Total 
5.5 6.6 7.2 6.6 5.4 8.5 5.9 7.0 
7.8 9.0 7.2 8.1 7.0 5.9 7.5 8.1 
5.1 6.3 7.2 8.5 5.9 7.5 5.8 7.2 
4.0 t·o 8.1 6.6 4.1 2.4 4.9 4.4 5.0 ,8 5.5 6.2 t·l 6.6 4.9 6.6 
?·l~-~--~~ 5.5 .2 4.5 5.4 5.0 o-;-5--T~5 7.5 6.8-6,8 ~U ;Je ( Ool. 
5.7 6.8 5.5 5.5 4.1 5.9 5.3 6.3 
6.4 6.4 5.5 5.2 4.1 4.1 5.7 5.6 
7.0 8-J 7.8 9.7 8.0 7.5 7.5 8,6 
8,0 8.7 6.2 ~·5 4.5 7.0 6.7 8;0 7.2 7.8 7.2 .8 5.9 8.0 6.9 8.1 
6.6 ?.0 ~·9 6.9 7.0 5.9 6.3 6.7 6.6 8.0 .8 9.0 3.0 9.0 6.5 8.5 
6.8 8.5 5.5 7.2 5.4 6.2 6.2 7.7 
4.7 5.1 3a0 4.5 4.5 t·5 4.1 4. 7 5.8 8.5 6.6 7.2 5.9 ,2 6,0 7.? 
5.8 6.3 6.2 8.1 5.9 8,0 5.9 7.2 
6.6 7.0 5.9 8.1 4.1 6,6 5.9 7.3 
6.0 6.8 5.5 6.9 8,0 8.0 6.3 7.1 
8.8 9.1 7.5 8.1 8.0 7.0 8.3 8.5 
5.5 7.2 7.8 8.8 5.4 7.0 6.1 7.'1 
5.3 6.6 8.1 9.0 6.2 8.0 6.3 7.7 
L~. 7 5.7 4.5 4.5 5.4 4.1 ~·7 5.0 6.3 5.1 7.8 7.8 6,2 7.0 .7 6.3 
5.7 5.8 5.5 7.8 7.0 7.5 5.9 6.7 
6.4 7.0 6,6 6.2 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.7 
6.3 6.3 5.2 6.6 6.2 5.9 6,0 6.3 
'J 3 5.0 3.3 5.2 4.1 5.0 4.4 5.0 ::>· 
3o1 ~.6 3.0 3.0 2.4 l-t.5 2.? 3.4 
118, I )JJ(, 9' JITo,= Student lo qz,43 1L1 .!U,, ~;;, 
Comp.~f =Arithmetic Computation, Comprehensive Test of 
~ic Skills 2 Form Q2 Level .CU. 
Cone.~:- = Arith.rnetic Concepts, Comprehensive Test ot_ 
Basic S.kills, Form Q, I,evel_l,;__. 
' Appl.1f = Aritqmetic Applications, _Q_t?.._f9Prehensive Test of 
Basic\ Sldlls, Form Q, Level III. 
I 
I . 
Total1f =Total Score, Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, 
Form Q, Level"J:Tx-;----




Grade Equivalent Test Scores o~ Students 
in the Control Group, School A -
CTBS, Form Q, Level III 
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Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
No, Comp. Comp. Cone. Cone. Appl. Appl, Total Total 
--~--~~---~----------~--~~~~-~~~--1 5.1 6.1 3.0 2.6 4.5 2.4 4.3 4-4 














5.8 6.3 3.0 3.7 4.1 4.1 4.6 5.2 
5.3 5.1 4.5 2,0 5.0 4.1 5.0 3.5 
3.1 3.8 2.0 3.0 2.4 2.4 2.3 3.1 
5.1 4.3 3.6 3.3 4.1 4.1 4.1 3.8 
3.0 3.0 3.3 5.2 6.2 4.1 3.7 3.7 
2.7 3.6 4.5 4.1 4.1 2.4 3.3 3.3 
2.0 5.0 3.7 5.9 3.0 2.4 2.3 4.6 
5.0 3.6 4.5 4.1 2.0 4.1 4.1 3.7 
5.3 3.8 6.2 6.2 5.4 6.6 5.5 5.2 
6.0 3.8 4-5 4.5 2.4 2,0 4.9 3.4 
3.6 3.8 2.6 2.3 2,0 3.5 2.7 3.1 
5.0 3.4 2.3 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 2.6 
.52.-7 -0.3 
No. = Student o?O(, 9! 
- -
Cprap.~< ::.:: Arithmetic Computation, Comprehensive Test o~ 
Basic Skills, Form Q, LeveTT! I. -
Cone.~< =Arithmetic Concepts, _fLm;erlh~nsive Test o~ 
_ Basic Skills, Form Q, eve III. 
Appl.·:< ==Arithmetic Applications, Comprehensive Test 
o~ Basic Sldllst Form Q, Leve:C1rY. 
Total·:< :: Total Score, Com;er.:,ehe.nsive Test o~ Basic 
Skills, Form Q, Level III. 

























Grade Equivalent Test Scores of Students 
in the Experiments.l Group, School 
B, - CTBS, For.m Q, Level III 
Post Pre Post Pre Post 
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Pre Post 
C omJ;L.___Domp~ Cone~ 0-0-!l-C .. ---it-P:Pl----.. ~·13J?l----.--------T-e~a-l-T-ot-a-3. 
4.3 5.3 7.8 5.9 4-5 5.h 5.3 5.4 
4.7 5.7 3.0 4.1 ~.1 4.'1 3.9 4.9 
4.3 5.1 5.9 5.2 .2 5.4 5.2 5.2 
2.7 4.5 3.7 3.7 4.5 5.4 3.2 4.4 
5.0 5.1 5.2 5.9 4.1 5.9 4. 7 5.~ 3.8 6 .}_~ 3.3 5.9 3.5 4.1 3.4. 5. 
5.o 5.3 5.2 5.2 3.0 3.5 4.5 4.9 
5.7 6.0 5.2 8.1 7.0 8.0 5.8 7.0 
5.3 5.5 4.9 5.5 5.0 5.9 5.1 5.5 
6,0 7.0 6.9 6.6 5.9 7.5 6.2 7.0 
5.3 5.0 7.8 7.8 7.0 5.9 6.4 5.9 
3.8 4.7 t·l 4.1 3.5 4.5 3.7 4.4 5.8 4-'7 .2 6.2 6.2 5.1-t 6.0 6.3 
4.7 5.5 5.2 6.2 4.1 5.0 4.6 5.5 
t·3 ~·3 3.3 3.7 2.4 2.4 3.4 3.5 .8 .? 5.9 5.5 5.0 5.9 6.2 7.2 
4.7 5.8 5.9 4.1 4.5 4.1 5.0 5.0 
6,0 5.5 4.9 6.2 3.5 5.L~ 5.2 5.6 
3.4 4.0 4.9 4.9 4.5 3.5 3.9 4.1 
5.7 5.8 t·5 3.7 3.5 5.0 t·9 5.1 5.7 5.5 ,6 7.8 6.6 ?.5 .1 6.5 
102.7 /"1 tJ. Ia 
No. =Student S22,2S ~ 'N. 2- (., 
Camp.'-' = Arithmetic Computation, Co:mpre hens i ve Test of 
Basic Skills, Por.m Q._ LeveTIII. 
Cone,-:, =Arithmetic Concepts, CoJE.Preheusj_ve Test of 
Basic Skills 1 For.m Q2 Level :nr:-
AppJ..>,' = Ari tbrnetic Applications, ComElepensive Test 
- of Basic Sldll.:!J_ Form Q?. Leve tr· • 
To tall' = Total Score, Conmrehensive Test of Basic 
SkHls 2 Form Q;-1ev61 III. 








Grade Equivalent Test Scores of Students 
in the Control Group, School B, -
CTBS, Form Q, Level III - . 
Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre 






4.5 .• 5 ~-· 9 
4.5 4. 2 
3.3 3.7 3.5 3.5 3.8 3.9 4.3 ~.5 

















5.8 4. 7 6.6 6.6 6.2 5.4 6.1 5.3 
4.0 5.5 5.9 4.1 ~.1 ~·5 ~·5 4.9 5.1 7.0 7.8 7.5 .2 .o .1 7.4 
3.6 3.1 3.0 5.2 5.4 3.5 3.7 3.7 
5.3 5.5 6.9 6.9 5.4 5.4 5.7 5.8 
4.3 4.7 3.7 5.5 ~ .• 5 4.1 4.1 4. 7 
5.0 7.2 4.1 6.6 6.2 7.5 5.0 7.1 
5.1 5.7 3.7 5.5 3.5 5.4. 4.3 5.5 
2,7 5.0 9.0 8.1 5.4 2.0 5.3 5.3 
6.0 6.0 5.2 6.2 6.6 7.0 5.9 6.3 
3.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.~. 4.5 2.9 3.2 
4.3 4.5 3.7 5.2 4.1 5.0 3.9 4. 7 
3.0 5.0 4.1 6.6 5.0 6,6 3S 5.7 
5.0 6.0 7.5 5.2 6.2 6.2 5.9 5.8 
6.3 7.0 5.5 7.5 6.2 6.6 6.1 7.1 
4.3 5.7 6.2 7.5 4.5 5.9 4.9 6.2 - q; roLf 
No. =Student 1!-511. o'-1 592 • 5Ci 
Comp.,~ :::Arithmetic Computation, Comprehensive Test of 
· Basic Skills, Form Q;. Le_ye~:J:.JI. -
Cone." =Arithmetic Concepts, Comprehensive Test of 
Basic Skills, Fprm Q, -:r;oveTirC 
Appl." ::: Arith..metic Applications, Comprehensive Test 
· _of Basic Skills, Fo~ Q, L_~ve_~ II"r:-· 
TotaJ3~ = Total Score, _9ornprehensive ~l'est of Basic 
. . Skills, Fo~~ Le_vel I.ti. 
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